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Both Stallions are by Multiple Race Winner 
A STREAK OF FLING si 98 ($27,645), 
A Leading Barrel Sire with Progeny Earnings of nearly $1 Million, including 
• Champion A STREAK OF RITA, Multiple NFR Qualifier (2014, $252,340)
• Two-Time Dixie National Champion FAME FLING N BLING (2014, $140,626)
• AQHA All Around Horse & AQHA Hi-Point Tie Down Horse STREAKIN BOON DOX
• AQHA Tie Down Roping Point Earner STREAKIN OTOE FLING, etc.  

A STREAK OF FLING is by AQHA Hall Of Fame Horse STREAKIN SIX si 104 ($473,934) 
with earners of $17 Million!
Out of 18-Time Race Winner MOON FLING si 102 ($69,507)!

(A Streak Of Fling-Chalamar Drifter, Colonel Charge)

World Show 
Performance Stallion!

Proven Performance, 
Amazing Conformation, 

Stunning Color & 
Great Personality!

•  2014 AQHA WORLD SHOW Qualifier in Sr. 
Heeling, 2013 AQHA WORLD SHOW 

 Finalist in 3 Performance events:  
 Jr Heading, Jr Heeling & Jr Tie Down Roping
•  Superior Dally Team Roping Heading 
•  Superior Dally Team Roping Heeling 
•  Register of Merit Performance Earner 
•  Currently has 162 AQHA Performance Points

 “Big Hoss”
2008 AQHA 

Dun Roan Stallion

(A Streak Of Fling-Sancee Bug, Shawne Bug)

Finished Roping Stallion!
In Barrel Racing Training!
A Quiet Willing Attitude, 

The Desire to Please, Exceptional 
Color & True Athletic Ability!   

Out of a daughter of Multiple Stakes Winner 
SHAWNE BUG si 101 ($277,023), an 
All Time Leading Barrel Sire with 
Progeny Earnings of $410,150+, & 
Race Earners of over $4.8 Million!

“Yuma”, 2008 
AQHA Blue Roan Stallion

Both Stallions 
2015 Fee: $1,250 
Cooled Semen Only

Roping, 

Barrel, & 

Rodeo 

Stallions!
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
A few issues ago, I expressed my 
opinion that if there are not any 
horses in heaven, I do not want 
to go.

I am sorry to report to you that 
our colleague and friend, Peg 
Bahls knows the answer to that 
question now.  She has passed to 
the other side after a valiant fight 
with cancer. She beat the odds 
for over a year and appeared to 
be winning the battle. I believed, 

along with others, that she was a miracle as she had many months of 
pretty good health. She had the faith and determination for big mira-
cles to happen but God has other plans for Peg.

I had the opportunity to work with Peg for many years. I had known her 
and her husband Mark for a long time. Our ventures together started 
in Equine Monthly Magazines that had owned Horse N Around and 
Southeast Equine Monthly. It continued on when I started publishing 
Midwest Horse Digest that has evolved into Performance Horse Digest. 
Peg and Mark were the main sales and design team for a significant 
period of time and were very important to the many customers that 
they took care, and to me.

Peg owned Triple Cross Design  and worked as and independent con-
tractor. She was a very talented, self-taught graphic artist and web 
designer. She knew the horse industry and what looked right for the 
different customers and venues that she worked with.

Peg had a deep love for animals, especially horses and dogs. She was 
blessed to have several of both during her lifetime and now hopefully 
beyond.

I am struggling for the right words that might appropriately express 
my feelings. So many years of working closely with someone through 
good times and bad create memories that will not be forgotten. 

Peg and her many talents will be sorely missed but will always be 
remembered. 

May God bless you as well as Peg and her family and friends.

Rahn Greimann Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest
HorseDigests.com
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SOONER OR LATER, EVERYONE HAS A MIDLIFE CRISIS.

Keep your horses looking and acting young with Triple Crown® Senior, the senior feed 

recommended by veterinarians. The quality starts with the fiber. Triple Crown was the 

first senior feed to use shredded beet pulp as the primary fiber source. It also provides the 

highest fat level—10%—of any senior feed on the market, in addition to more nutrients 

designed to enhance digestion: organic minerals (including recently FDA-approved organic 

selenium), probiotics, yeast cultures and digestive enzymes. For more information, visit 

www.triplecrownfeed.com or call 800-451-9916.
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The proper use of the chosen bit for your horse begins with applying 
and adjusting it correctly. When a bit is jammed into a horse’s mouth, 
he can become defensive about the remainder of the riding experience. 
It all starts with teaching your horse to accept being haltered. Don’t 
treat this step lightly and be attentive to how your horse allows you to 
be close, have your arm around his neck, and touch his ears and nose 
without resistance. If this step is not accomplished thoroughly, you 
will regret it every ride.

Next, I like to have my horse where I can lead him with a rope only 
around his neck. During the breaking process is the best opportunity 
to pull your horse around with a lead or lariat rope. This will help him 
understand patience and control between removing the halter and 
adding the bit. Now we’re ready to bridle.

1.) Remove the halter from the head and latch it around the neck. 
Keep the lead rope on your arm, to control the horse if necessary.

2.) Then hold the headstall with your right hand, standing on the 
horse’s left, mid-neck. Put your left hand between the curb strap and 
the port.

3.) Reach up the horse’s face with your left hand, raising the bit near 
the muzzle. Place your left thumb into the corner of the horse’s mouth 
to crack his mouth open enough as to not bang the port of the bit 
against the teeth. Aim the mouthpiece between the teeth while pulling 
up on the headstall.

4.) With the bit in place, switch hands on the headstall while you fold 
the right ear forward and clear it with the headgear. Repeat with the 
left ear before straightening out the mane and forelock.

5.) The bit should now be adjusted if needed so that it makes one 
wrinkle in the corner of the mouth. Generally, this is the best overall 
fit for most bits.

6.) Last, remove the halter from the neck, now having the reins over 
your arm for control. Walk around and look at the opposite side, 
checking that the bit is evenly adjusted, the headstall is not interfering 
with the ear or the eye, and the reins are straight.

This proper process is widely overlooked, but should be taken seriously 
by every avid equestrian.
~Al

by Al Dunning

BITS
Basics about

Arizona horseman, Al Dunning, has owned and operated 
his “Almosta Ranch” since 1970. His expertise in all facets 
of western events have elevated him to great success in 
the AQHA, NRHA, NRCHA, and NCHA. Al has developed 
a winning tradition with quarter horses that is well 
documented. He trains, conducts clinics, and consults for 
ranch development and equestrian planning. Learn more at  
TeamADinternational.com.
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Full slate 
of NCHA 
Futurity 
Sales
At nearly 900 pages, the 2014 
NCHA Futurity Sales Catalog is 
a cutter’s wishbook filled with 
the largest and finest selection 
of cutting-bred horses offered at 
public auction.

The sales, held at Will Rogers 
Equestrian Center in Fort Worth, 
in conjunction with the NCHA Fu-
turity, begin on Monday, Decem-
ber 8, with the much anticipated 
NCHA Futurity 2-Year-Old Sale, 
where horses are auctioned as 
they work cattle in Watt Arena.

The Select Cow Dog Sale, a first for the 
NCHA Futurity Sales, begins on Tuesday, 
December 9, at 10:00 a.m. in Watt Arena, 
with working demonstrations of these highly 
trained dogs. The sale follows at 11:00 a.m.

The Select Yearling Sale & Gala, limited to 50 
yearlings singled out because of their indi-
vidual combination of outstanding pedigree 
and conformation, begins at 5:00 p.m. on 
Tuesday, December 9 in the Round Up Inn. 
The special event, which includes a formal 
dinner and sales personnel attired in tuxedos 
and evening gowns, was inaugurated in 2013 
to rave reviews from consignors and buyers.

This year, in appreciation of the cutting in-
dustry’s support, Jeremy and Candace Bar-
wick, owners of Western Bloodstock Ltd. and 
producers of the NCHA Futurity Sales, will 
also present a complimentary concert featur-
ing country music star Neal McCoy. The con-
cert begins at 9:00 p.m., in the Round Up Inn.

The Western Bloodstock Producers Sale, 
beginning at 12:00 Noon on Wednesday, De-
cember 10, in John Justin Sale Arena offers a 
variety of future show prospects, as well as 
of bred mares. It will be followed on Thurs-
day and Friday, December 11 and 12, by Pre-
ferred Breeders Sale Session 1 and Preferred 
Breeders Sale Session 2, each also held in 
John Justin Sale Arena and each beginning 
at 9:00 a.m.

Complimentary breakfasts 
sponsored by First Financial 
Bank, Plains Capital Bank, 
and Quarter Horse News, re-
spectively, will be served pre-
ceding the sales on Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday.

Saturday, December 13, the 
day of the NCHA Futurity Open 

Finals, will kick off at 9:00 a.m. in Watt Arena, 
with the NCHA Futurity Cutting Horse Sale, 
featuring trained horses and horses in train-
ing, which will be sold as they work cattle.

Detailed information about the NCHA Futurity 
Sales, as well as the complete catalog of all 
sales is available online at www.western-
bloodstock.com, where the full slate of 2015 
Western Bloodstock Sales will also be found.
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Colt starting competitions have been steadily 
gaining popularity across the equine industry. 
No matter the career path a horse may take, 
the first impressions of a solid foundation 
remain very similar. The opportunity to 
see a horse make the transition from its 
natural state of understanding to a very 
unnatural state of compliance, and hopefully 
acceptance, cannot be any more obvious than 
during the first rides. I believe the hundreds 
and sometimes thousands of spectators are 
drawn, to wait and watch for the magnificent 
progress and the occasional wrecks. I refer 
to this phenomenon as “The NASCAR Effect.” 
No one wants to see the horse or rider get 
hurt, however, the closeness to danger 
combined with the emotions of success and 
understanding, provide entertainment that no 
reality TV show could reproduce.

My first experience with this situation came at 
the Horse 3 Expo held in Brandon, Manitoba. 
For three days there was not an open seat 
available to watch as three of us each worked 
with our selected colt. I did not know how the 
actual competition would work. Obviously, 
every horse does not learn on the same time 
line, but, this was a competition of progress. I 
like many of my peers, have made the mistake 
of asking too much too soon with my colts and 
have had to spend twice the time fixing the 
problems that I had created. Therefore, I knew 
I didn’t want to forsake the colt’s future or 
allow my mistakes to become someone else’s 
problem. This dilemma kept bothering me 
until we had our first meeting with the show 
producers and judges. It was made obvious 
within the first 30 seconds of the meeting that 
although it is called a competition, the judges 
were not looking for the ends to justify the 

means. They would be evaluating the entire 
process and the justification we had for the 
methods we chose. I wish I could take you 
through the entire process and detail each 
progressive step and exactly how my fellow 
competitors and I achieved results, but that 
would turn this article into a book.

The format of taking a two year old into a 
very foreign environment and expecting us 
to risk our reputations in five short one hour 
sessions, while maintaining the integrity of 
the horse, turns out to be a brilliant format. 
Each of us found ourselves reaching just a 
little deeper into our personal experiences as 
well as analyzing and ultimately using some of 
each other’s techniques. Everyone could see 
the improvement in the horses, but I can only 
try to describe the improvement in me.

Competition can and should be a great tool 
to improve ourselves and our horses. When 

we compete only for the “Blue Ribbon” does 
competition become detrimental. However, 
the accountability and standards by which 
we choose to compete keep us engaged and 
focused. Most horse competitors will tell 
you that they compete with themselves and 
not the other competitors. It is only a select 
few that give competition a bad name. More 
progress has come from competition than not. 
As long as we keep the integrity of the horse 
as a priority, we will continue to see incredible 
changes.

I was very fortunate to win the event and 
received a very nice buckle to go along with 
a great title. The buckle is very nice, but 
the opportunity to be a part of an industry 
changing event that made positive changes in 
me is priceless.

Stay tuned, sit back and hold on for The Ride.

Maintaining the 
Integrity of the Horse by Aaron Ralston

Aaron Ralston was the 2004 AQHA Sr. Reining Reserve World Champion and 
in 2006, he was part of TEAM USA at the World Equestrian Games, held in 
Aachen, Germany.  Riding Smart Paul Olena, Aaron led the Team to a Team 
Gold Medal and took the Bronze medal in the Individual Reining Competition. 
// Contact: Ralston Ranch, Aaron Ralston, 1334 CR 250, SILT, CO 81652 or visit 
RideUpLLC.com.
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In our last article, we talked about developing 
the stop on our horses, putting an emergency 
brake on them.  In this article, we are going 
to talk about putting power steering on our 
horses.  Have you ever driven a vehicle with-
out power steering?  When I was about 6 or 7 
years old I learned to drive the hay truck while 
the hired hands threw hay off to the horses in 
the pasture.  The old truck had no starter so 
we pushed it on a hill facing down so we could 
roll start it by pushing the clutch.  It also had 
no power steering.  I was too small to reach 
the pedal and to see over the dash at the same 
time.  I had to duck below the dash, push in 
the clutch, put it in gear, let out the clutch, 
then jump up to see where I was going and try 
to steer.  Needless to say I flipped the guys off 
the back of the truck more than once. 

To steer the truck took all I had.  I would climb 
my whole body up on the steering wheel, put 
my knee on it, and lean my whole body using 
my weight to turn it.  When I finally graduated 
up to being able to drive one of the newer 
trucks, it was amazing how easy it was to 
steer the trucks.  You didn’t even have to use 
your knee!

It’s pretty amazing when we get power steer-
ing put on our horses as well.  They can be-
come so much lighter and easy to guide.  In the 

beginning stages, 
we are using two 
hands and plow 
reining our young 
horses.  Over time, 

we have to switch them over to one hand or 
the bridle.  At a certain age, our cow horses 
and reiners will be able to show in the open 

classes.  Cow horses don’t have to be straight 
up in the bridle until they are 7 years old, pre-
serving the tradition of bringing our horses 
along slowly by taking our time and not rush-
ing them.  If we have a horse that rides around 
pretty good normally, in a couple of months 
we can get them guiding around pretty well.  
Getting our horses to lift up off of the rein and 
guide one handed is a pretty simple process.  
But, like any part of the training, it is a step by 
step process and it takes a lot of time, con-
sistence, and repetition.  We want to ask our 
horses to do this (come off the outside rein) 
so many times that it becomes an automatic 
response and he no longer hesitates, has to 
think about it, or hangs up when we guide.  
They just react by immediately coming off the 
outside rein smoothly and softly.  

The important aspect of neck reining in our 
performance horse is that when we apply the 
outside rein, the horse goes with his nose 
first.  For example, if I ask my horse to turn 
to the left, I reach my hand forward and come 
across his neck applying pressure with the 
right rein to the right side of his neck.  A green 
horse will bend his nose to the right because 
he feels the pull on the right side of his mouth.  
If his nose is to the right and we pull him to the 
left, this puts him leaning or pushing with his 

shoulder leading to the left which will cause 
major problems with balance, collection, and 
control of our horse.  So, we have to teach our 
horses that when they feel that right rein on 
the neck, to go with their nose first, then their 
shoulders.  We want them to yield off that rein 
lightly so we do not have to pull and wrestle 
the reins across them making them stiff and 
bound up.  So how do we get this accom-
plished?  Timing, repetition, consistency, and 
a step by step procedure is used to develop 
power steering.  Let’s keep working on steer-
ing to the left side of the horse.  

In the beginning stages, it helps if we focus 
on one side for 10 or 15 minutes before we 
switch to the other side.  We start off at a walk, 
making sure our reins are even and both reins 
are in our right hand.  We won’t reach forward 
so we don’t bind the horse up by pulling back 
and across.  Reach our right hand forward and 
across to the left.  With light pressure, I will 
rhythmically bump the right rein on my horse’s 
neck twice so he will feel it and pay attention 
to it.  

Nothing may happen maybe the first 50 times 
you do this.  Hand forward, bump rein twice 
across to the left, give your horse one second 
to respond.  Have your left hand up and ready 
and pull the left rein strongly through to the 
left and press or bump with your right spur 
to motivate them through the turn.  Repeat 
this over and over.  Reach your hand up and 
across lightly bump right rein across the neck 
to the left.  If no response, after one second, 
strongly pull left rein through and drive the 
horse through turn with right leg.  Most of the 

Power steering
by Monty Bruce
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Monty Bruce is a multi-time Reined Cow Horse and Reining 
Futurity and Derby champion. Monty, his assistants, 
and students have won numerous World and Reserve 
championships and are continuing to succeed in the show pen.

The Monty Bruce Training Center is a full service equine 
facility that specializes in Reined Cow Horse, Reining, and the 
Performance Horse.  The Center strives to provide superior 
care and training for all equine needs. Visit MontyBruce.com 
for more info.

time, I will push them up to a trot.  This makes them move faster and 
when a horse’s feet are moving, they are trying a bit more and putting 
out more effort and it builds more intensity for the turn.  

If my horse is not putting out much effort, I will use the same steps 
and ride him along the wall or fence on my left and turn him into the 
wall.  If I don’t feel some try, I might kick him hard to get him through.  
I will keep asking him in these stops, asking softly and lightly with my 
outside or right rein and pulling hard with my left followed by a spur to 
right but I am ready and waiting and sooner or later when I apply my 
right rein, my horse will go to the left with his nose and take a step to 
the left with his front feet.  When he does take just one step, I am ready.  
Don’t miss that opportunity to reward you horse.  I won’t pull his nose 
with my left rein and I will not kick him with my right leg.  I will imme-
diately drop my rein and pet him and let him stand and rest to reward 
him.  It might take him 50 times to find it the first time I ask…the next 
time maybe 25 times…then maybe 10 tries as we get our horse looking 
for it all in one session and working on one side only.  

Again, we work on this a lot at the trot.  If their feet aren’t moving, then 
they aren’t trying or putting out much effort.  We have to have motion 
and try for us to be able to train.  Ask them soft but lightly on the neck 
rein but after that second if they don’t find it, don’t be afraid to pull on 
them strongly and kick them through the turn.  Don’t ever jerk the rein 
or this will make them nervous and tense.  Take a hold softly then pull 
hard to get the nose through.  You have to put enough pressure and 
work on them to where they are not comfortable with the situation 
before they start to look for the way out and try to figure out what you 
want so you will take the pressure off them.  Just be ready, always 
believing they are going to come off my rein this time, so when they 
do you reward them by not pulling their nose through and you let them 
stop and relax.  Remember to make the right thing easy for them when 
they do what you want and make the wrong thing difficult for them in 
the way of hard work.  This is a very effective drill and it’s surprising 
how fast we can get them lightening up and really guiding off our reins. 

 I will drill on one side until I get my horse consistent.  Then I will switch 
sides until I have the other side feeling good then move on to something 
else.  If your horse is shaking its head and giving your problems when 
you pull your rein and nose through the turn you might need to put on a 
milder bit, even a snaffle so it doesn’t hurt their mouth but you can re-
ally pull on them.  Asking them over and over is the key and when they 
turn with their nose ready and stop over on their own power without us 
pulling them, we reward them big.  It may take a couple of months and 
a lot of persistence and even once they learn, they have to be reminded 
and sharpened up from time to time.  But the payoff is big to be able to 
have a light, responsive horse that guides around, balanced and cor-
rect with little effort instead of handling like an old farm truck with no 
power steering.

Good luck.  God bless.  In our next issue we will talk about lateral work 
and body control.
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Bits and bitting can be two of the most confusing aspects of 
horsemanship; however, I will explain what works for my purposes in 
teaching and riding barrel horses. Bits work on certain pressure points 
on the horse’s mouth and face; the bars of the mouth (areas of lower 
jaw devoid of teeth), the tongue, the roof of the mouth and the chin. 
Whatever bit you use and the way you adjust it influences one or more 
of these areas. However, no influence is as great as your hands on the 
reins. They have the strongest effect on the bit in your horse’s mouth. 
Many times when we put on a clinic or a school, one of the quickest 
ways we can make a difference in the way a horse is working is by 
changing his bit. And, when you’re looking at bits, you need to consider 
the horse AND the rider. I usually like to have a little more bit that 
requires less pulling on my part instead of having a lighter bit that 
makes me have to really pull back hard. If you are a heavy handed rider, 
though, you might want to have a less severe bit, so that you won’t 
accidentally cue the horse. For my personal preference, I get along 
better with something over the nose and in the mouth, simply because 
I’ve won a lot of money with combination-type bits than with any other 
headgear. On a barrel horse, I like to be able to gather and collect a 
horse and I like to be able to have the give that comes from having 
something over the nose. Also, having something over the nose on some 
horses will help get the nose in a turn. I’ll reinforce bend when I work 
him in an O’Ring Snaffle, and I sometimes use a running martingale, 
German Martingale or draw reins to help reinforce the low headset. One 
thing that really effects headgear and the way it works is the fit. Make 
sure your bit is properly adjusted in your horse’s mouth. 
 
If you’re not sure of how a bit should fit, ask someone, because dif-
ferent bits fit differently. For example, a snaffle bit loses a lot of it’s 
effectiveness if it’s hanging loose in horse’s mouth. A hackamore that’s 
hanging too low on a horse’s nose can interfere with his breathing. Too 
high on the nose and it’s not effective enough. Keep in mind, too, that 
new bridles will often stretch the first few times you use them. Check 
and recheck the fit any time you have new equipment. On old or new 
equipment (because even new equipment can be faulty) check to see 
that it is all in good working order. Curb chains and straps are subject 
to wear. Check the entire bridle and reins each time you ride. Check 
your bit, too. Make sure there are no cracks or rough places in it that 
could be causing discomfort for your horse. *TIP: If you buy a horse, 
try to buy his bridle and bit. If you can’t do that, try to get one just 
like it and adjust it exactly the same way. Don’t take a chance on not 
having headgear that he works well in. One group of bits is designed 
to keep the horse flexible and supple so he bends properly. These are 
the O-Ring snaffles, or a gag bit or other broken bits. Curb bits and 
hackamores control the rear end and gather the horse up. Whatever bit I 
select to compete in, when I’m training and exercising my horse, I use a 
complimentary bit. For example, if I compete in a stiff bit or hackamore, 
I’ll exercise and tune my horse with an O-Ring or gag. This keeps him 
bending. However, if I compete in a bit that gets a lot of bend, like the 
gag or snaffle, I will exercise and tune my horse in a stiffer bit that gives 

me control of the rear end and reinforces the ‘whoa’. 
 
In either case, I make sure I work and practice enough in my competi-
tion bit that I know how to use it properly. I actually own over 100 bits 
but there are very few that I use. I buy it, try it and usually don’t like it 
because it doesn’t work. Bits are to help to guide a horse, so you don’t 
want it to hurt him. Anytime a bit hurts or injures your horse he will not 
perform for you. We have come up with some ‘complimentary’ bits-
combinations that work well together, for practice and competition. 
 
REMEMBER: Sometimes instead of a bit change you might need to work 
on your horsemanship.

by Martha Josey

Bits &
Their

Purpose

Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many people. 
She was the first and only cowgirl to qualify for the National 
Finals Rodeo in four consecutive decades. She has the 
distinction of winning both the AQHA and WPRA World 
Championships in the same year. Her career has stretched, 
win-to-win, over four decades. 
  
For more information, visit 
BarrelRacers.com.
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I love to learn and study different subjects. One of those is learning 
how to become more systematic, better organized, more efficient, etc.

One of my favorite mentors always presents a new topic by identifying 
what it is and then outlines major points. As he teaches, along the way 
he’ll talk about “drilling down” into finer aspects of that point. When 
he uses that phrase, I always feel like we are getting right to the meat 
of the issue. 

There’s something about those words “drill down” that makes me think, 
“Ok ... let’s go deeper.”

Now back to cutting where there always seems to be this never ending 
challenge about how to get down and into the stop. The challenge is not 
only getting into the stop, but then staying down during the completion 
of the stop, AND staying down as your horse turns (ie, no shoulder 
dipping or kicking too soon, etc.) 

So I began using the words “drill down” in cutting regarding staying in 
that place just after a stop ... that place where it’s hard to stay patient 
and anchored in the saddle to allow a horse to read the cow and keep 
his hindquarters balanced and sinking even lower as he pivots in sync 
with the cow.

Thinking “drill down” is an awesome mental and physical anchor. 

There’s always something magical that happens in your body when 
exactly the right words are used to describe the feeling of what you 
want to do. If you use words that connote the correct sensation to you, 
your body will automatically do it. It’s an awesome tool to use.

So the next time you stop and it’s time to wait and read the cow and 
allow your horse to turn uninhibited, tell yourself to “drill down.” Tell 
yourself with some emotion, “DRILL DOWN!” ... and just see what 
happens. Rate the cow with your eyes and collapse your back again. 
After the collapse, tell yourself again to “Drill down”. Imagine feeling 
your horse take that step back underneath you and pivot on his base.

How many times have you completed a ride and thought, “Man, I so 
messed up! I can’t believe I did that! I know better!” 

It is so natural to bemoan what went wrong during a ride. It’s also 
natural to feel badly about mistakes unless you make a personal 
commitment to process results in a truly constructive way. 

And of course, results brings some kind of emotion in most cases ... 
the ole agony and the ecstasy! That’s natural, too. We put our heart and 
soul into riding, so of course our emotions, are prone to go to extremes!
From a personal growth viewpoint how you process your results 
is critical. In fact, research has shown that those who recover from 

disappointments by processing their results in a productive way are the 
ones who progress most efficiently over time. 

So here are three things to keep in mind when you are mulling over a 
ride you’ve just completed:

1.) Check into see if you reached your performance goals. These are 
goals you set before your ride. They are things you can absolutely 
control. For example, talking to yourself in exact phrases at specific 
places in the ring and breathing at certain places, too. Did you 
accomplish your personal performance goals ... those things that had 
nothing to do with outside assessments? If the answer is “yes” then 
good for you because you can ALWAYS have success when you focus 
on performance goals. If the answer is “no,” make a commitment to set 
performance goals and achieve them the next time you ride.

2.) After your ride, become disciplined about how you walk yourself 
through the pieces of your ride:  What did you do WELL? All the things 
that worked so easily can often get “blown off” because of our natural 
tendency to feel poorly about mistakes! But, acknowledging what you 
did well is not only good for your confidence, but it’s vital for you to 
know you have those pieces down ... and own them. After all, you are 
in the business of creating positive riding habits. The things that are 
working well need to be soulfully acknowledged and have a solid place 
in your awareness regarding your skill acquisition.

Where exactly did things break down for those pieces that didn’t go 
so hot? It is more important to pinpoint a precise spot where an error 
began than to lament the whole error ... because that spot is what 
you will work on exactly in your next practice. In fact, it’s vital for you 
to crave knowing these spots. They provide an efficient personalized 
road map for your progress. Your training to be a better rider in it’s 
most efficient form, lies in these places. Seek them out and make 
adjustments.

3.) Make a commitment to enjoy the ride of learning. It never ends ... 
ever. When you make friends with the journey and process your results 
as above, it is a productive and joyful ride!

Barbra  is a personal performance coach for all riders, a cutting 
horse trainer, author, speaker, clinician and 2012 National 
Cowgirl Hall of Fame Inductee.  Visit her Blog and signup to 
receive her FREE monthly email newsletter, “News From 
Barbra”. 

Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.

by Barbra Schulte

Drill
DOWN
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If you are going to progress in your horsemanship, you and your horse 
will have to be comfortable, and safe, transitioning through the full 
range of motion. In other words, you have the ability to walk, trot, ex-
tended trot, lope (or canter), and gallop your horse with confidence and 
control. I am amazed how many riders put in countless hours of riding 
but don’t move up and down through these different speeds and gaits 
on a regular basis.

“I would lope more if my horse were more collected and smooth.” “If 
he didn’t go so fast, I would lope more.” I’ve heard these statements a 
thousand times. The fact is, your horse will not get collected, smoother, 
or consistently slow until (by reason of use) they get out there and do 
it! That’s the only way they’ll learn. If we are not physically up to the 

task then we need to find a professional that is. This is not only 
important for our horse’s training and development; it is also a 
huge safety factor.

If you are riding your horse day after day and not going through the 
full range of motion, you are in essence laying thin layers of veneer 
over what is likely to be a volatile situation. Horses were made to 
travel readily through each gait. If we are hesitant and fearful to 
do that on a regular basis, it will probably come back to bite us in 
some negative behavior. (i.e. bucking, bolting, etc.)

If you are ready to lope or canter, it’s important to have some basic 
understanding of what lead you are on at any given time. The lope 
is a three-beat gait. For example, when on a left lead, your horse 
will be reaching farther forward with his left front and left hind. 
This will help support his body when he is loping to the left. There 
is also a phenomenon we call cross-firing or cross-cantering. This 
is when a horse is traveling on one lead in front and the opposite 
behind. This leaves a horse completely unbalanced and is never 
appropriate or desirable.

Hone your skills. Observe others horses and riders.  If you are seri-
ous about horsemanship, you should be able to quickly tell what 
lead a horse is on. How about when you are riding? Can you always 
tell what lead your horse is on? Having a friend confirm or correct 
what you’re feeling as you are loping can be very beneficial in this 
endeavor.

Ultimately it is best if you can simply “feel” what lead you are on. 
Until you get proficient at that you can look down at your horse’s shoul-
ders. If your horse is on the left lead, his left shoulder will be reaching 
out a little further with every stride. You can also pay attention to your 
own body position. When on the left lead, your left foot will tend to be 
forward and your right foot back. This is simply a natural tendency our 
legs will have while loping. So what is your homework? You need to 
start loping or cantering your horse. Do it every time you ride. If you’re 
not up to it, find someone who is. If you need to saddle up and lunge 
your horse on a line or in a round pen first, that’s fine. Having your horse 
warmed up through ground work can help keep you safe. Now, start 
studying and feeling for those leads. This skill is not an option. With a 
little time and practice it will become easy and you will become a more 
confident rider!

by Richard Winters

 Loping in a circle to the left, my horse’s left front and hind 
foot reach forward further.

My daughter Sarah is on the left lead and I am on the right.

Horsemanship
TRUE

Richard Winters credentials include World Championship titles in the National Reined Cow Horse Association. He is an AA rated judge. He has 
judged the Supreme Extreme Mustang Make-Over, many NRCHA Club Shows, along with myriad Horse Expo Contests. Richard was the 2009 
Road to the Horse Colt Starting Champion followed by an invitation to be the events “Horsemanship Commentator” thereafter.

You can view Richard Winters Horsemanship programming on Dish Network HRTV - Channel 398 many times each week.  You also can 
“Connect” with Richard Winters on Facebook and YouTube. For more information about Richard Winters Horsemanship please go to 
WintersRanch.com.
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In USA: www.backontrackproducts.com • 1-888-758-9836 • info@backontrackproducts.com
In Canada: www.backontrack.com/ca  •  403-601-6491  •  canadainfo@backontrack.se

-

2

Y

B The Ideal Gift for Anyone 
on your Holiday List 

 Our Products work with  
 natural body warmth  
 giving gentle therapy.
From agility dogs to trusted companions, 
all Back on Track products have the same 
therapeutic benefit for any animal – young  
or old. 

Providing comfort & relief, the soft Welltex technol-
ogy reflects body warmth, increasing circulation in 
the major muscles and soft issue, soothing affected 
areas. Warming muscles before exercise can help 
prevent injury and soreness, too. 

Back on Track apparel can help alleviate 
aches & pains and also keeps you warm 
in the colder weather.  We carry 
an extensive line of merchandise 
including long and short sleeve 
t-shirts, long johns, boxer 
shorts, socks, gloves, mini 
blanket and a variety of 
braces: knee, calf, back, 
wrist, elbow, ankle and neck.

Visit our website to find a retailer near you.  And don’t forget to shop for 
your four-legged friends!

Because comfort
makes a difference

B
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Time Builds CONFIDENCE
by Doug Lindgren

Doug and Jody Lindgren own and operate 
Hay Creek Ranch near Nemo, South 
Dakota. Doug rides 2-10 hours every day, 
spring, summer and fall, training horses 
to be great trail horses.

Visit HayCreekRanch.net.

Last month I talked about building your con-
fidence and how important it is if you want to 
be a good leader and horseman.  Building your 
horse’s confidence is critical, too. A week ago I 
had a guest ask me if I could spend some time 
on her horse. Well, of course I would.  I always 
welcome a new challenge and most of all I en-
joy learning from another teacher, so why not?   

Holly has had Custer for a long time and has 
ridden him for years.  She’d been having is-
sues with him on group trail rides. If they were 
in the last spot he would get jiggy and hard 
to handle.  If they were out in front he would 
get pushy and try to rush home.  He worked 
on the bit and had a hard time being still, too.  
There were lots of little things that made rid-
ing him a challenge and not very enjoyable so 
she wanted to get them fixed.  

I kept the horse and have been riding him for 
a week now and really like him.  He still has 
some issues but we’re getting through them 
quite well. Remember, this horse didn’t like to 
be in the back and he didn’t like being in the 
middle and he didn’t like it in the front, either.  
So, what’s the deal?  He’s been out there going 
through the motions of trail riding except he’s 
never had the confidence to be there.  Yes, 
confidence is all he’s been lacking.  

The first ride with Custer was interesting.  I 
put him out in front and asked him to lead.  
I figured if he was pushy and really wanted 
to move out I’d be able to go to work on that 
issue right away.  Well, he didn’t want to be 
out front but he wasn’t pushy.  He was wary 
and very tentative in the lead.  He was busy 
looking everything over and acting like every 
tree, rock and squirrel might pounce on him.  
Yah, this twelve hundred pound pony was act-
ing like a big baby that had never been away 
from home.  The problem is he’s been away 
from home, a lot.  

All through the ride I asked him to move up 
and take on his fears.  I’d let him look things 
over and then move on.  I also had my dogs 
with me as I usually do.  For the first mile or 

two every time one of them 
would come out of the trees 
he was hyper-aware and fo-
cused on their movements. 
Once he realized they were no 
danger to him he was much 
more relaxed about them.  As 
we moved forward on our ride 
we encountered lots of obsta-
cles that shouldn’t have been 
obstacles at all, but they were.  
There were things like big 
logs that he thought were too 
big to step over.  He stepped 
over them just fine after I 
asked him to.  He’s nearly 
sixteen hands tall so a 2 foot 

tall log isn’t a barrier that can’t be overcome.  
Navigating the hills and rocks also were not 
high on Custer’s list of things to do.  He did 
finally figure out how to get his feet and legs 
under himself and then life got much better.  
Learning to use his hind quarters and driving 
off of his big rear-end instead of trying to pull 
himself up the hills with his front end made it 
a lot easier.

Did I mention he didn’t like to stand still, ei-
ther?  This horse is the busiest horse I’ve ever 
been around.  He just had to be doing some-
thing all the time.  He fidgeted with his feet, 
he chewed on the bit, and he tossed his head, 
bumping the reins looking for relief when 
there wasn’t any pressure.  He was a busy 
body, like the kid that never could get out of 
the corner at school (back when the teacher 
could put an unruly kid in the corner).  I guess 
I dated myself with that comment.

I simply asked Custer to be still and after much 
persistence and patience I was able to get him 
to relax.  When I ask a horse to be still I use 
my legs and reins to keep him in the box I have 
pictured in my mind.  If the horse moves to the 
left, I hold him in the box with a bump from 
my left leg and if I need more pressure I use a 
touch of my spur to keep him there.  I also use 
my rein to keep him inside the box.  There is 
only one place to be when I ask him to stand, 
that is inside the box, not to the side, not in 
front of it or behind it, one spot, inside the box.  
Every time I’d stop for anything, I’d ask him to 
be still and quiet.  I asked every time, over and 
over.  Once he realized that being still was a 
good thing his life got better. 

Now back to the trail. Custer got better every 
ride and by the time he had five trips down the 
trail he was leading, really leading.  He moved 
out with his head down and he traveled with a 
purpose.  He was no longer seeing everything 
as a threat and not much was bothering him 
anymore. By getting out front and taking on 
his fears he gained the confidence to do the 
job I asked of him.  Custer realized I wasn’t 

going to put him in danger or ask him to do 
something he couldn’t do.  I’m sure that the 
confidence I have helped Custer build his con-
fidence, too.  Remember, the horse is always a 
reflection of the rider.

I’ve put Custer in every spot on the trail now 
and he doesn’t seem to care where he is, front, 
middle or end of the line.  I had guests ride 
him that have little experience riding and he 
has taken care of them as well as any well-
seasoned horse could.   Just yesterday I had a 
young lady riding him that is a good hand and 
she was leap-frogging him all over the trail 
and Custer seemed to love the work.  

When I come in from a ride I tie my horses to 
the hitching rail and let them stand for some 
time.  I’ll pull my gear and brush them down 
and then let them stand some more.  It’s an-
other part of learning here at Hay Creek Ranch.  
Being alone is a scary thing for a horse.  That 
lion picks off the last horse on the trail or the 
one that’s alone, and Custer certainly doesn’t 
want to be that horse!

Time and experience builds confidence and 
that’s what Custer is getting, lots of it.  He’s 
figuring out that stomping around and paw-
ing the ground is a waste of energy and does 
nothing to help his situation.  After he stands 
quietly for a while, a while being an hour or 
so, he’ll get to go to his stall and enjoy his hay 
and water.

Custer is fun to ride now and because of his 
new level of confidence he’s figured out that 
he can be anywhere on the trail and he’ll be 
fine.  He’s not rushing to get back to camp, 
he’s not worried everything is going to eat him 
and he’s not stomping around while we take a 
break on the trail.  Confidence has helped this 
horse overcome lots of issues and he will just 
keep getting better.

Custer is not the perfect horse yet, we still 
have work to do.  But if he continues to build 
confidence and he continues to get time on the 
trail “It’ll Be Fine” when Holly takes him home 
to Minnesota.
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Weaving backward 
through the cones 
is a good exercise 
to sharpen your 
horse’s back-up. 
The hindquarters-
control exercise 
mentioned where 
you walk the horse’s 
back end around his 
front end, comes in 

handy here. (See Exhibit A) With control over your horse’s hindquarters, 
you can actually guide your horse with your legs, and position his head, 
neck and shoulders to weave through the cones backward.
Start on the outside of the circle with the cones to your left. Actually 
turn around and look where you’re going.

First, engage your horse backward. Pick up the reins and establish con-
trol. If you want to move your horse’s hindquarters to turn to the left 
between the cones, pick up your right rein and move your horse’s head, 
neck and shoulders to the right, at the same time using your right leg 
to push the hindquarters to the left, through the cones.Use a left and 
right rein action in rhythm with your horse’s feet to keep your horse 
stepping back.

Now, your horse needs 
to turn his hindquarters 
right between the next 
cones. Pick up your 
left rein and move his 
head, neck and shoul-
ders to the left, which 
automatically shifts 
his hindquarters to the 
right. Release your right 
leg and use your left leg to help push his hindquarters over to the right.

This is all a give-and-take motion, where you find a rhythm. If, at any 
time, you feel your horse get the least bit sticky, release and drive him 
forward. Then, start again. In the beginning, you might not get all the 
way around the cones, but just begin somewhere. Before you know it, 
you’ll have a really fluid back.

Sometimes backing requires a little bit of a waiting game, especially 
in the beginning. Allow your horse to follow a feel. When you get one 
step back, make sure you release. Build off that one step. Notice when 
your horse tries and reward that try. It’s not the pull, but the release the 
horse looks for. Pretty soon, it’s two steps, three steps and then more. A 
horse that backs well can back almost as fast as he can trot, because 
it’s the same gait, but backward.

A. Control the Hindquarters
Once you can flex your horse laterally and he gives his head right and 
left willingly and easily, then control and move the hindquarters with 
added leg pressure. For instance, ask for lateral flexion to the right by 
tipping your horse’s nose to the right. Place your right foot behind the 
cinch and look at the hindquarters where your foot is. Then, press or 
push the hindquarters over to the left. Make sure you leave slack in the 
left rein and don’t use any left-leg pressure.

Use the same, but opposite cues, for controlling and moving the horse’s 
hindquarters to the right. Tip your horse’s nose to the left, place your 
left foot behind the cinch, look at your horse’s left hindquarters and 
press or push the hindquarters to the right with your left leg. Keep your 
right rein and leg still. This is a turn on the forehand.

Remember, a lot of what you do with your hands and legs is a give-and-
take motion. As soon as your horse responds by giving his head and 
hindquarters, release your pressure and give back to the horse.
Throughout a 360-degree turn on the forehand, for example, don’t con-
tinually hold your rein or leg pressure, but bump your horse every so 
often with your leg to remind him you want him to continue to turn.

In a 360-degree turn on the forehand, a horse pivots around his rela-
tively stationary front legs.

I like to say, “If I’m doing something with my hands, I’m doing some-
thing with my legs, as well.” Your hands and legs work in unison. Coor-
dinate your movements with the horse’s response. As he turns, release 
your pressure. If he stalls out in the turn, gently bump him with the rein 
and your leg again.

In a 360-degree turn on the forehand, your horse performs a front-end 

Weaving Backward 
Through the Cones

by Craig Cameron

To move your horse’s hindquar-
ters to the right backward, pick 
up on the left rein and turn your 
horse’s head, neck and shoul-
ders to the left. That automati-
cally moves the horse’s hind-
quarters to the right.
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pivot. His front legs are relatively stationary 
and his hind legs move around them. It’s the 
most natural pivot for a horse to make be-
cause a horse carries most of his weight on 
the front end.

It all boils down to controlling the whole horse 
— head, neck, shoulders, rib cage, hindquar-
ters and down to the feet.
These flexibility exercises (lateral flexion and 
control of the hindquarters) are so important 
because they’re truly the basics, the funda-
mentals upon which you’ll build your entire 
horsemanship and training program. If at any 
time in training, your horse gets nervous or 
unsure of himself, stop what you’re doing and 
go back to these exercises. They’ll calm your 
horse and bring him back to an atmosphere 
of understanding. It’s as if he says to himself, 
“Yes, I remember this; everything’s okay.”

A BETTER WAY
If your horse will not back, Let Gravity Help
For a horse that’s having trouble understand-
ing or one that’s learned to brace against you 
when you ask for a back-up, ride him up a 
small hill or incline, say, to the edge of a tank 
dam, and let gravity help. Hold with gentle 
pressure on the reins and wait for your horse 
to step backward. Then immediately release 
your hold. As you hold with your reins, use 
slight bumps with your legs on his sides or 
even up on his shoulders. As before, the sec-
ond he moves back, release your hold. And 
don’t forget your verbal cue, “back.”

This is an easy way to encourage your horse to 
do the right thing. Work through holding, guid-
ing or releasing, not jerking, hauling or forcing.

A Native Texan Craig Cameron, 
one of the original clinicians, is 
on the road more than 44 weeks 
a year demonstrating the style of 
horsemanship he has perfected 
in the last 23 years. Called the 
“public defender of the horse,” 
Craig dedicates himself to 
those who educate their horses 
by first educating themselves. 
Clinic topics range from basic 
to advanced horsemanship, colt 
starting, ranch and cattle work, 
problem-solving, reining and 
trail obstacles. Craig has created 
a program that builds confidence 
and trust between man and horse. 
Rather than fight the animal, he 
offers patience and understanding 
that leaves the horse wanting to do 
what is asked of him.

You can watch Craig on “Ride 
Smart with Craig Cameron” on 
RFD TV or visit Craig Cameron’s 
website, CraigCameron.com.
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Many years ago I had the op-
portunity to train some futurity 
youngsters for Celie Ray because 
she needed time off due to ill-
ness. I was young and fairly 
new to the futurity industry, but 
I knew enough to be very ner-
vous about training for such an 
accomplished person. I asked 
her what I specifically needed 
to do and she said, “Don’t start 
the turns too early!” That was all 
the advice she gave me. At the 
time we had ridden together for 
a few years, but I was sure that 
she should have given me more 
information. I thought her advice 

was too simple to do any good. Now after years of training, I realize 
even more that this one single statement is probably the most impor-
tant thing to understand when training or tuning a barrel horse.

Today, most of the horses we breed for barrel racing are smart and 
super fast. Being such keen learners, once focused on the barrels, 
most of the horses have a tendency to anticipate the turn from the very 
beginning. There are very important physical and mental reasons for 
teaching a barrel horse to wait and not start to turn prematurely. It is 
crucial for the rider to understand how a horse’s body moves and how a 
horse actually sees the barrel in order to effectively prevent this com-
mon problem. I always encourage people to seek out and understand 
the reasons ‘why’ our horses do the things they do and the ‘why’ we 
as riders chose to handle it, in all situations, both in and away from the 
barrel pattern. 

Physically speaking, a horse is built to be the most efficient and bal-
anced with his weight shifted to his hind quarters. This allows the horse 
to easily move his front end and change directions quickly. When a 
horse begins to turn a barrel too soon, it causes the horse’s weigh to 
shift onto his front end, throwing the rider forward and removing the 
balance from the horse’s hindquarters. Without balance in the horse’s 
hindquarters, the horse looses the power and drive that comes from 
the inside hind leg. Once this happens, in order to complete the turn, 
the horse will have to work a lot harder to physically lift the bulk of 
his body weight and the rider’s weight off of his front end in order to 
change directions. This action kills the horse’s forward momentum and 
often times it will cause a ‘dead spot’ or hesitation in his turn, thus tak-
ing away his speed and efficiency. Because it is not a natural, smooth 
transition, it is much harder on the horse and much more challenging 
for the rider. 

Mentally speaking, starting the turn to early effects the horse’s mind 
just as much as it effects the horse’s body.  The horse’s visual percep-
tion is opposite of a human’s. Understanding how a horse actually sees 
a barrel can have a profound effect on how the rider should communi-
cate. As humans, we see binocularly, both eyes view an object at the 
same time and most clearly straight in front of our bodies. This means 
that in order for a human to focus on an object, we must turn our head 
directly towards it to see it clearly. Horses are the opposite. They have 
monocular vision and are lateral-eyed, which simply means they see 
each side of their peripheral surroundings separately. Horses view ob-
jects most clearly at one side of their body at a time.  A horse can see 
your hand grabbing the bridle rein, your leg and the edge of his own 
hipbone, but his vision is blurred 3-4 feet directly in front of his head. 

The way a horse physically sees is very important for barrel racer to 
understand. Starting the turn too early or asking the horse to turn his 

face toward the barrel, places the barrel at the horses shoulder and in 
front of the rider’s leg. Because the horse doesn’t see things clearly out 
in front, the horse will immediately perceive the barrel as an obstacle 
in his way. This may cause him to stiffen, raise his head and slice the 
barrel, hit it with his shoulder, go by it or all of the above. When you ask 
a horse to turn with the barrel out in front, it causes stress and anxiety 
in the horse’s mind, making him dread the turn and react accordingly. 
In contrast, a horse that has been trained to get the “barrel behind the 
rider’s leg” or “to his hip” before starting his turn can zip around a 
barrel in one smooth fluid, unobstructed motion. Positioning the barrel 
in the horse’s peripheral vision, where the horse sees it most clearly, 
mentally gives the horse a free and clear path around the barrel instead 
of seeing it as an obstacle. 

When you are tuning or starting a young horse on the barrels, this con-
cept of not starting the turn too early is simple, but not necessarily easy 
at first. It is important as a rider to focus and feel when your horse is 
beginning the turn too early and correct it before it becomes a serious 
issue. I often explain it in three different ways: 
1. Keep the barrel behind your leg. 2. Make sure your horse’s shoulder 
is passed the barrel before starting the turn. 3. Place the barrel at the 
horse’s hip. 

Time is another very important reason to avoid starting the turn too 
early. Thousands of a second is all that separates the winners at a bar-
rel race. Therefore, the fewest number of steps that a horse has to take 
around a barrel is often the most efficient and fastest way to improve 
your time. I believe every horse has a “perfect path” that allows his 
body to get around a barrel with the least amount of strides. If he starts 
the turn prematurely and it becomes an obstacle, he will have to take 
an extra stride to get around it, costing time and money. 

Some horses seem to have a natural ability to place the barrel at their 
hip and will move themselves into proper turning position naturally, but 
as stewards of these special animals, it is our job to give each horse 
the best possible chance at success. If you are starting a horse on the 
barrels, it’s best to show him proper placement from the very begin-
ning. It is just the same as teaching a small child how to color inside 
the lines from a very young age; it is a simple lesson that will have an 
effect for a lifetime. 

Also, a finished horse can be improved by some simple repositioning. 
Sitting deep in the saddle and using your feet to drive a finished horse 
up into the turn helps them get the barrel “to the hip” or “behind your 
leg” and into a smooth, balanced position around the barrels. Once a 
horse feels and sees a clear path to turn, making it more comfortable, 
he will hunt it that clear path on his own. The reward for the horse in 
this case is that the turn feels natural, making him look forward to his 
job instead of dreading it.  The more efficient and natural the horse can 
turn the barrel on his own, the less the rider has to do and the faster 
the clock will stop.

Whether you are training one horse or twenty, or tuning on seasoned 
horses, keeping the barrel behind your leg will allow your horse to turn 
in One Smooth Motion.  So by the next barrel race, you better be pre-
pared to sit deep, slide by, suck back, and hang on!

DON’T START TURNS TOO EARLy
by Dena Kirkpatrick

More information about Dena can be found on her website: 
www.DenaKirkpatrick.com.
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Head Shyness
By Jim Masterson

When discussing head-shy horses, often the first 
question that is asked is whether it is a behavior-
al issue or a physical issue? One of the first signs 
that something may be a behavioral issue is that 
it is relatively easy it is to train through. If a be-
havior is unreasonably difficult to train out of 
the horse, or is consistent, or keeps coming back, 
then you might consider the possibility that it is 
a physical discomfort or pain issue. 
In my experience, 95% of head-shy horses have excessive pain and tension 
in the poll. Usually by the time it reaches the point of head-shyness, it’s 
extreme. There are things you can do to help the horse release this tension, 
but you also want to determine what’s creating it in the first place so that 
you can prevent it from returning.

There’s a long list of possible causes for physical discomfort or pain in your 
horse’s poll. The most obvious would be a trauma from an outside source, 

for example, rearing up and hitting the head in the trailer or on a beam. 
Other possibilities might be ear-twitching, or hard-tying a horse that pulls 
back. By the time the horse learns that pulling back isn’t going to work of-
ten the damage is done – especially if the horse is strong-willed or panics. 
This doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s permanent and can’t be undone, 
but tension in this area doesn’t easily let go on its own. In fact the horse 
does a lot better job of covering it up than letting it go.

There’s also the likelihood that pain in this area is being created by physi-
cal issues elsewhere in the horse. Virtually any discomfort will affect the 
poll. Sore front feet and dental problems are two common causes of pain 
in the poll. If the horse has a sore foot or feet, he also may be girthy, or 
react to palpation at the pectoral muscle under the girth line on the side 
as the sore foot, and will be more head-shy on that side.  

Dental issues will also create pain in the TMJ, which radiates into the poll. 
A saddle pinching a sore back behind the withers can create pain on the 
top of the poll, as the horse tenses along the topline to get away from 
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the saddle. Even sore hocks will create tension in 
the hamstrings, which pull on the sacrum, which 
creates tension in the atlas (first vertebra of the 
neck, behind the poll).  

If your horse is head-shy there’s a good chance 
that it might be a physical discomfort, and not 
a training issue. Simple body work techniques 
can help to release this discomfort. The Bladder 
Meridian, and Lateral Cervical Flexion Techniques 
are easy to use, and can both be found at www.
mastersonmethod.com/training-videos. 

The Bladder Meridian Technique bypasses the 
horse’s survival-defense response and connects 
directly with that part of the horse’s nervous 
system that releases tension. The Lateral Cervi-
cal Flexion Technique also releases tension and 
restores movement to the poll and atlas. Releas-
ing tension in this area can be one of the most 
rewarding things you can do for your horse. 

Hay waste can occur dur-
ing both storage and feeding.  
Research has shown outdoor 
hay storage losses of round 
bales can range from 5 to 35% 
depending on precipitation, 
storage site, and original con-
dition of the bale. For exam-
ple, the outer 4” layer of a 6’ 
diameter round bale contains 
about 25% of the total bale 
volume, and is most likely 
to be damaged by weather if 
stored improperly or unpro-
tected.
There are a number of techniques that mini-
mize outdoor storage losses of round bales:

Bale (or buy) a dense bale as the bales will 
sag less and have less surface area in contact 
with the ground.  Use plastic wrap, net wrap, 
or plastic twine. Research has shown that net 
wrapped bales reduced grass hay dry mat-
ter losses by 32% compared with twine bales 
when stored outside.

Store bales on a well drained surface. A well 

drained, 4 to 6” coarse rock base will mini-
mize bottom spoilage, as well as using wood 
pallets.

Never store round bales under trees. Store 
round bales end to end when storing outside. 
Position round bales as tightly as possible in 
long lines on a well drained site. If more than 
one line of bales is needed, space adjacent 
lines at least 3’ apart. This will increase air 
flow and allow sunlight to penetrate the bales. 
In a South Dakota study, dry matter losses of 
round bales were 4% for round bales stacked 
individually and less than 1% for round bales 
stacked end to end.

When storing round bales outside without 
cover, never stack round bales in a pyramid. 
Stacking tends to trap moisture and limits dry-
ing action from sunlight and wind. A South Da-
kota study reported dry matter losses of round 
bales stacked in pyramids at more than 10% 
after one year of storage.

Storage losses are usually reduced by approx-
imately two thirds with indoor storage and by 
one half with good plastic covering (i.e. a tarp) 
outdoors.

Author: Krishona Marnson, PhD, University of 
Minnesota.

Reduce STORAGE LOSSES
of ROUND BALES

Jim Masterson has been the equine 
bodywork therapist for the 2006, 
2008, 2010 and 2012 USEF Endurance 
Teams, and has worked on thousands of 
horses, including equine athletes com-
peting in FEI World Cup, Pan American 
and World Equestrian Games compe-
titions.  He is the author of the book 
and DVD Beyond Horse Massage, and 
the DVDs Equine Massage For Per-
formance Horses and Dressage Move-
ments Revealed. Go to  www.master-
sonmethod.com for more information.
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This month, we’ll talk about how to fix problems 
that we as riders create by bad habits that have 
developed in our riding and training.  Truly good 
horsemanship means being a rider who is willing 
to change and improve no matter how long you 
have been riding, and being open minded, con-
stantly evaluating how your actions are affecting 
your horse.

First, you need to identify the habit you are going 
to change, and figure out exactly what you are 
doing.  This can be really hard to do by yourself, 
and it’s usually very helpful to have someone else 
watch you ride and give you feedback on what 
you are doing that might be contributing to a 
problem your horse is having.  Another good way 
to do this is to have someone video tape you rid-
ing, and watch and analyze things yourself from 
the tape.

Once you have identified what you want to 
change in your riding, make a plan for how to 
accomplish the change.  You may have to actu-
ally over-do your correction at first, in order to 
break out of the old habit.  For example, if you 
have been leaning back into the stop, causing 

your horse to fall on his forehand, you may find 
yourself actually leaning forward a little as you 
try to develop a new way of riding.  If you do over 
correct a little at first, that’s fine.  Once you are 
more comfortable with the new way of riding you 
will probably naturally return to a middle ground. 
It’s also very important to check all your equip-
ment right at the start to see if anything might 
be causing your horse discomfort and creating a 
problem.  I like to be sure my bridle is adjusted 
evenly on both sides, not up 5 holes on one side 
and 7 holes on the other.  The bit should be rest-
ing just in the corner of the horses’ mouth, not 
pulling up on the corners and wrinkling his lips.  
Make sure the saddle is sitting back far enough 
that it’s not riding on the horse’s shoulders and 
restricting movement (and throwing your weight 
forward of where it should be).  These may seem 
like tiny details, and they are, but lots of little 
problems add up to a big problem.  I want my 
horse to be as physically comfortable as possible 
before I start riding and training on him.

One common riding problem is to tense your seat 
and grip with your thighs, shortening your legs 
and bringing your heels up.  This can cause you 

to lose your stirrups regularly.  One great way to 
get the feel of sinking your weight into your heels 
is to stand in the stirrups at the trot and lope, 
steadying yourself with one hand on the saddle 
horn.  Once you have the feel of your feet being 
solid underneath you, sit back down in your sad-
dle without changing your leg weight and posi-
tion.  If you start to lose your stirrups again, stand 
back up to get the correct feel and re-position 
yourself, then sit back down and try again.

Once you have identified the habit you want to 
change and worked on it for a while, have some-
one else watch you or video tape you, and evalu-
ate your progress.  Then you can keep making 
changes on your first project or move on to cor-
recting a new bad habit.  Every time your horse 
starts to have a problem in his training or does 
something he hasn’t done before, consider how 
you are affecting the situation.  Try to figure out 
something you can change about what you are 
doing to make things better.

Enjoy working with your horses and improving 
your own horsemanship, and until next time, may 
God bless the trails you ride.

by Ken McNabb
w/ Katherine Lindsey Meehan

Undo It

Together, Ken, his wife DeeDee, and 
their two young sons Kurt and Trent 
live near Cody , Wyoming where 
they are dedicated as a family to 
teaching others to dream bigger, 
ride taller and live happier. A new 
partnership with Diamond Land 
and Livestock Company, a large cow 
calf and ranch horse operation in 
Douglas, Wyoming, has also provided 
an excellent location for Ken’s Three 
Week Apprenticeship Program as 
well as his one week Back in the 
Saddle and Horsemanship clinic.

For more information on Ken 
McNaab’s programs call 307-645-
3149 or go to his website KenMcNabb.
com.
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Guthrie, Texas, October 17, 2014 – The Return to the Remuda Sale, held 
at the historic Four Sixes Ranch in Guthrie, Texas, October 11, reached 
a new sale milestone – a million-dollar sale day. The annual autumn 
sale is produced in partnership between the Four Sixes Ranch, Pitchfork 
Land & Cattle Co., Tongue River Ranch, Beggs Cattle Co. This year, Circle 
Bar Ranch also consigned horses to the sale.   

Three of the ranches are winners of the AQHA Best Remuda Award, 
which recognizes the foundation that ranch horses laid for the American 
Quarter Horse. In addition to offering some of the best ranching-bred 
horses in the industry, the sale also serves as an unofficial reunion for 
American Quarter Horse enthusiasts. The weekend kicked off at the 
Pitchfork Land & Cattle Company on October 10 with sale horse demon-
strations, an evening meal and live music.

This year’s Return to the Remuda 
Sale offered 142 quality horses 
from the Pitchfork Land & Cattle 
Company, Four Sixes Ranch, 
Tongue River Ranch, Beggs Cattle 
Company and Circle Bar Ranch. 
The one-day sale grossed more 
than $1,000,000. Aged geldings, 
coveted for their ranch founda-
tion start and proven work record, 
averaged $16,283, and 2-year-
old geldings averaged $8,393. 
The combined sale average of all 
horses sold was $7,730.

Saturday morning began with the 
ranches supporting the Ameri-
can Quarter Horse Foundation 
through a benefit auction that 
featured items such as custom-
made his and her buckle sets, 
spurs, director’s chairs and a 
knife featuring the Return to the 
Remuda ranch brands. 

The annual Return to the Remuda 
sale provides the opportunity to purchase horses from legendary ranch-
es that have been refining and perfecting American Quarter Horses for 
more than a century. These sale horses carry the bloodlines of gen-
erations of horses, whose ranch skills, intelligence and athletic ability 
today still translates to success in the arena or on the ranch.  

“We had a great sale with one of the largest crowds on hand in recent 
years,” said Dr. Glenn Blodgett, Four Sixes Ranch Horse Division Man-
ager. “We had a lot of quality buyers from across the nation and Mexico. 
The demand for talented ranching-bred horses is evident by the sale 
reaching the million-dollar mark for the first time.” 

Registered bidders came from 24 states and Mexico. A buyer’s incentive 
was provided by the participating ranches, who collectively donated a 
custom saddle made by Ken Raye’s Custom Saddlery that was raffled off 
following the last consignment in the sale. Buyers received an entry into 
the drawing for each horse that was purchased. Firth Cattle Company of 
Malad, Idaho, was the lucky winner.

ABOUT THE RETURN TO THE REMUDA SALE  //  The Return to the Re-
muda Sale is a collaborative effort between four of the most presti-
gious ranches in the world – Four Sixes Ranch, Beggs Cattle Company, 
Pitchfork Cattle Company and Tongue River Ranch. The Return to the 
Remuda Sale features horses of various ages with the top bloodlines in 

the equine industry. While concentrating on raising 
horses that can assist with ranch work with traits 
such as stamina, intelligence, cow sense, athletic 
ability and correct conformation, these same traits 
translate to success in arena competitions. For more 
than a century, these ranches have been dedicated 
to preserving the working American Quarter Horse 

lineage, producing top individuals and creating a legacy in the industry.   

ABOUT THE PARTICIPATING RANCHES  //  Four Sixes Ranch - Guthrie, 
Texas: 1993 AQHA Best Remuda Award Winner www.6666ranch.com. 
The Four Sixes’ history dates back to 1864 when Captain Samuel “Burk” 
Burnett founded the ranch. AQHA bestowed the inaugural Legacy Award 
on the ranch in 1997 to recognize 50 consecutive years of breeding 
American Quarter Horses. In 1994, the Four Sixes Ranch received the 
Best Remuda Award for its outstanding band of working cow horses 
that tend thousands of the ranch’s cattle. The Four Sixes is known for 
“Horses with a History; Brands with a Background.”

Pitchfork Land & Cattle Company - Guthrie, Texas: 1998 AQHA Best 
Remuda Award Winner www.thepitchforkranch.com.  Its heritage and 

stature position the 
Pitchfork Land and 
Cattle Company 
among a hand-
ful of great Ameri-
can ranches. The 
Pitchfork’s opera-
tions span around 
180,000 acres in 
two states and more 
than a century of 
continuous opera-
tion primarily un-
der one family. The 
Pitchfork stands as 
a testimony to those 
who have loved the 
land and its cattle 
and to those who 
have dedicated 
their lives to mak-
ing it one of the fin-
est ranches in the 
world. 

Tongue River 
Ranch - Dumont, Texas: 2011 AQHA Best Remuda Award Winner www.
tongueriverranch.net. Tongue River Ranch still focuses on many of the 
traditions that were utilized by the Swenson’s Ranches in 1898. Cow-
boys still head out for the day on horseback. A day’s work involves 
way. Tongue River Ranch takes great pride in preserving the land for 
future generations to come. Continuing tradition and preserving history 
is a way of life not a job at Tongue River Ranch.

Beggs Cattle Company – Fort Worth, Texas: www.beggscattleco.com. 
Today, the Beggs Cattle Company raises commercial cattle and American 
Quarter Horses. The ranching business is still done the traditional way 
using horses. Maintaining and preserving the Western heritage earned 
Beggs Cattle Company the Charles Goodnight Award in 2005, and the 
ranch was awarded the American Quarter Horse Association’s Legacy 
Award in 2003. They began raising horses in the early 1900s long before 
there was an association or registry.

Circle Bar Ranch – Truscott, Texas: www.thecirclebarranch.com. The 
Circle Bar Ranch was founded in 1982 by Jerry Bob and Eugenie Daniel. 
The ranch is located on 43,000 acres near Truscott, Texas, between the 
north and south Wichita Rivers in northern Knox County. The ranch is a 
family operation, and Daniels are both descendants of Texas ranching 
families. 

RetuRn to the Remuda hits 
million dollaR sales maRk
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I will always remember the first Pat Parelli clinic 
I went to in 1989, especially the look on my face 
when Pat said, “I am against longeing horses. 
Chasing the horse in mindless circles exercises 
the body, but the mind goes to pot.” 

Wow, no wonder things weren’t getting better 
with my horse back then. I would longe my Right-
Brain Extrovert (a type of HorsenalityTM) Regalo 
for about 30 minutes before every ride because 
I was thought that was the only way to get him 
calmer, but after a month, 30 minutes was not 
enough. He just got fitter, but not any calmer!

In that clinic with Pat I learned about the Circling 
Game and how different it is from longeing. Yes, 
your horse still circles around you but he has to 
THINK. Why? Because he has to maintain gait 
and maintain direction without any reminding or 
coaxing from you. In fact you have to stand still, 
relax and pass the rope around your back, stay-
ing completely neutral.

Now of course things can go wrong – your horse 
changes gait, may even change direction or stop, 
but the key is to not do anything until that hap-
pens. Assigning your horse the responsibility of 
maintaining gait and direction is what keeps him 
thinking and connected to you. When longeing, 
you have to keep your horse moving forwards, 

preventing him from slowing down or turning, 
which involves a degree of micromanagement 
because it assigns no trust or responsibility to 
the horse. That’s why most horses mentally tune 
out when longeing, and BEWARE… you could 
make this happen in the Circling Game too!

How to make sure you are not longeing!

When warming your horse up on the ground, it’s 
really easy to fall into the trap of longeing him. 
It’s kind of easy and automatic to send your horse 
off in a circle to burn off pent-up energy and have 
it easily turn into mindless circling! Here are 
some tips on how to make sure you are playing 
the Circling Game and not longeing your horse:

1. Keep your feet still vs walking in circles with 
your horse. If you are walking circles with your 
horse, this acts more as a Driving Game because 
it’s likely that when you stop, your horse stops 
too. This means your movement is stimulating, 
causing or supporting your horse’s continued 
movement. It’s your horse’s responsibility to 
maintain gait without coaxing from you.

2. Keep your hand in neutral. Rather than holding 
your hand and arm up stiffly and leading or pull-
ing your horse forward on the circle, let your arm 
hang down and ‘rest’ while holding the end of the 

rope. This will also put some elasticity in the feel 
because your arm will lift and drop as your horse 
moves in and out on the circle, and pretty soon 
he will learn to be more consistent, leaving your 
hand hanging down in neutral.

3. Have some fun! Playing on the ground is a 
warm-up and so you need to let your horse ex-
press himself and then progressively give him 
things to think about rather than get too con-
cerned about the shape of his body and how he’s 
carrying himself right off the bat. In fact, when 
you make circling more interesting, he’ll natu-
rally start to use himself better, but if you are too 
particular too soon that’s more like training (vs. 
warm-up) and can result in your horse getting 
tense, dull, disinterested or disconnected. 

PUT THE RELATioNSHiP fiRST AND EvERY-
THiNG WiLL KEEP GETTiNG BETTER.

Think about how you can make the Circling 
Game more interesting yet still achieve the 
benefits of it; things like…

Walking from point A to point B while your horse 
keeps circling. This is called “Traveling Circles.”
Asking for upward and downward transitions on 
the circle;

By Linda Parelli

The Difference Between Circling & Longeing
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You can even ask for faster and slower speeds 
within the gait. Put a little energy in front of Zone 
1 (your horse’s head) to slow down (light, verti-
cal wiggle of the rope or Carrot Stick) and behind 
Zone 5 (your horse’s rear end) to speed up (with 
your stick and string, softly at first). And when it 
comes to introverted horses, asking them to go 
as slow as possible can be really fun and good 
reverse psychology that actually makes them 
want to go faster!

Putting an obstacle in the way, like a pole, a jump, 
barrels, something to go through/between, a tarp, 
hill, water, etc.

Changes of direction — at walk, trot or canter — 
with simple or flying changes.

After a lap, half a lap, two laps, six laps... do 
something unexpected, like asking for some 
sideways, or send him over to touch something 
with his nose or feet. This works especially well 
for left-brain Horsenalities™ but could be a little 
too surprising for right-brain Horsenalities™!

4. Make it a game! When your horse doesn’t do 
what you want, it’s common to get frustrated or 
mad. But as you develop your skills as a horse-
man, you know that getting emotionally reactive 
only makes the horse worse. We need to learn 
how to have it be fun rather than frustrating, so 
here is something 
for you to consider:

Stand in the cen-
ter, relaxed, and 
dare your horse 
to break gait or 
change directions! 
That’s quite a dif-
ferent feeling: “I 
can’t wait for my 
horse to break 
gait” as opposed 
to, “Gosh dang 
it, stop breaking 
gait!” 

When your horse 
breaks gait, do 
something about 
it; not before he 
does it, but after. 
Now, that doesn’t 
mean you attack 
him; it means you 
take the appropri-
ate action:

If your horse is an 
extrovert, he will 
most likely break 
up into a faster 
gait. When he 
does, instead of 
trying to stop him, 
encourage him. 
Gently flick your 
Carrot Stick and 
String way back in 
Zone 5 as if to say 

“Yeah! You need to go faster, let me help you!”

If your horse is an introvert, he will most likely 
break down into a slower gait and when he does, 
instead of trying to send him forward again, ask 
for a change of direction. If he’s a Right-Brain In-
trovert, ask gently for the right gait as he makes 
the change; and if he’s a Left-Brain Introvert, 
once he’s reversed direction, tag the ground in 
Zone 5 just as he passes you – that means you 
need to run to that spot.

I’m going to emphasize this again: don’t do any-
thing unless your horse actually changes gait. 
That means if he gets faster or slower but stays 
in the same gait, do nothing or you’ll find your-
self micromanaging rather than teaching him to 
uphold his responsibilities to maintain gait, main-
tain direction.

In both cases, making it a game keeps the smile 
on your face and helps the horse maintain a posi-
tive attitude rather than getting scared or resent-
ful. Think of it from your horse’s point of view: 
“How can I keep my human quiet and relaxed 
there in the center?”

In summary…

Longeing is boring, but the Circling Game is inter-
esting. This is because it can easily be modified 

to become more calming or stimulating, to get 
your horse mentally, emotionally and physically 
fit for riding or to develop his skills and teach him 
to be calmer, smarter, braver and more athletic. 
Let’s make circles more fun and meaningful!

Pat Parelli coined the term “natural 
horsemanship” and founded his 
program based on a foundation 
of love, language and leadership. 
Together with his wife Linda, Pat 
has spread PNH across the globe 
with campuses in the United 
States, United Kingdom and 
Australia.  //  ParelliConnect.com. 
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When horses consume winter feeds, water re-
quirements may increase. Hay and grain typi-
cally contain less than 15% moisture, while in 
contrast; pastures possess 60 to 80% mois-
ture. 

There are two common complications result-
ing from inadequate water consumption dur-
ing cold weather: decreased feed intake and 
impaction colic. Even if quality feed is of-
fered, horses will consume less if not drinking 
enough water. If less feed is consumed, horses 
might not have enough energy to tolerate the 
cold. Fecal contents must m a i n -
tain adequate moisture levels. 

If fecal material becomes too dry, intestinal 

blockage or impaction may occur. This will not 
likely develop in one day, but can over time if 
inadequate water consumption occurs.
Most adult horses weighing 1,000 pounds re-
quire a minimum of 10 to 12 gallons of water 
each day for their basic physiological needs.  
During winter months, water should be kept 
between 45 to 65F to maximize consumption. 
Research found that ponies increased their 
water consumption by 40% each day when the 
water was warmed above freezing during cold 
weather. Increasing salt intake will also stimu-
late a horse to drink more; adult horses should 
consume one to two ounces of salt per day. 

Loose salt is preferred as many horses do not 
prefer to lick salt blocks during cold weather.  

However, under humid conditions, loose 
salt may crystallize and become rough.

Waterers should be cleaned regularly, and 
clean, fresh water should always be available, 
regardless of outside temperature. If using a 
tank heater to warm water, inspect it carefully 
for worn wires or other damage, and check 
the water for electrical sensations or shocks. 
Snow or ice is not an adequate water source 
for horses. 

Authors: K. Martinson, PhD, and M. Hathaway, 
PhD, Univ. of Minnesota

The Importance of Water 
During Cold Weather
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The National Reining Horse Association (NRHA) Board of Directors voted 
on November 3, during meetings in Oklahoma City, to maintain its Animal 
Welfare and Medications Policy for NRHA events held in locations outside 
of Europe.

Medication testing will continue in 2015 at NRHA events held in locations 
outside of Europe. The association’s Animal Welfare and Medications Policy, 
enacted in 2011, is a two-part program which also includes a protocol for 
events held in Europe and one for events held anywhere else.

Per the desire of the European membership and the European Affiliate 
Council, a specific European policy that provided for testing and disciplinary 
penalties was implemented on January 1, 2013. Simultaneously, the original 
policy outlined a multi-year plan for events held outside of Europe.
The first three years consisted of research testing at selected events, plus 
discussion and evaluation of disciplinary procedures and penalty struc-
tures. The research phase included four major events in the United States 
and one in Europe.

During the research phase, 50 horses were tested with only two samples 
testing positive for a forbidden substance. Since 2013 when the disciplinary 
phase began in Europe, 148 samples have been tested with zero samples 
testing positive for a forbidden substance.

The time-line for the fourth year (2015) stated that testing will be imple-
mented and disciplinary procedures enforced. For NRHA events held in lo-
cations outside of Europe, the following events are subject to testing: AA 
events ($100,000 or more in added money for the entire event), Category 
2 and 6 (aged event) classes. With the vote to maintain the Animal Welfare 
and Medications Policy, testing is now slated to begin in May 2015. The 
policy, as approved in 2011, can be found in the Members Only section of 
nrha.com.

“Over the past year, I have talked to a lot of members about this subject. 
There have been some passionate discussions, but throughout, it was very 
clear that, despite differences in opinion on specific aspects, everyone held 
the welfare of the horse in the forefront,” said Rick Clark, previous chair of 
the Medications Task Force and NRHA Vice President.

“The intent of the NRHA Animal Welfare and Medications program is to en-
act a process that carefully considers all aspects of the issue, its impact on 
our horses and its impact on our industry. A task force has been created to 
evaluate it and to bring any suggested changes to the board next year,” said 
Beth Himes, NRHA President.

For more information go to www.NRHA.com.

NRHA Expands Medications 
Testing for 2015

Exhibitors who have their American Paint Horse Association registration 
papers in order at the 2015 National Reining Breeders Classic can win cus-
tom-made Gist trophy buckles! The APHA and NRBC announced their new 
partnership in mid-November, and already plans are being made to help 
exhibitors prepare.

“We are so pleased to welcome the American Paint Horse Association to 
the NRBC,” said NRBC Secretary-Treasurer, Cheryl Magoteaux Cody. “The 
highest advancing APHA-registered horse in all four divisions of both the 
Open and Non Pro Classic will receive buckles. Plus buckles will also go to 
the highest scoring APHA registered horse in the Classic Challenge Open 
and Non Pro and the highest combined score in the Open, Non Pro, Rookie 
and Youth NRHA classes! That is a total of 14 buckles and we are thrilled at 
having APHA provide this additional opportunity for our exhibitors.”

According to Kalyn Sanders, Director of Business Development for the 
American Paint Horse Association, “the APHA is very excited to partner with 
one of the most premier reining events available! Paints are consistently 
among the top performers in reining competitions, and these Paint specific 
awards are a great opportunity to showcase their accomplishments while 
giving owners and exhibitors another reason to become part of the APHA 
family.”

Paint entries at the NRBC are eligible for some important additional benefits, 
according to Sanders. “If the exhibitor/owner still needs to register his or 
her horse with APHA, they can save $15 by doing so online. We also offer 
an ‘older horse’ registration promotion of $100 for the Regular Registry and 
$50 for Solid Paint-Bred.  Just visit the online registration page HERE. Our 

friendly Member- Care team is ready to help, should you have questions or 
need assistance with the process, by calling 817-222-6423 Monday through 
Friday, 8 a.m. through 4:30 p.m. CST.” 

Owners who opt to submit registration paperwork by mail, should be sure to 
write NRBC REINING on the front of the envelope to receive complimentary 
rush processing – a $100 value!

In addition to these awards, the American Paint Horse Association has des-
ignated the National Reining Breeders Classic as one of the approved shows 
for 2015 APHA World Show qualification.

For information on the American Paint Horse Association, visit www.apha.
com/reining. For information on the National Reining Breeders Classic go to 
www.nrbc.com.

APHA  & NRBC ANNOUNCE NEW OPPORTUNIT Y GET  “PAINTED” 
FOR THE NATIONAL REINING BREEDERS CLASSIC!
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Midwest winters can bring cold temperatures and wind chills that are 
dangerous for humans and animals.  We have a few tips to help you 
get through the bitter cold:

1.) BE PREPARED  

Luckily we usually have a heads up when the cold will hit.  Use that time 
to stock supplies and prepare ways to make chores easier.  For example, 
stocking extra hay in the barn or moving horses to fields closer to the barn 
or with access to better shelter. 

2.) HAy  

There is no better way to keep your horse warm then by feeding plenty of 
hay.  Body heat generated by eating and digesting the hay heats the horse 
up from the inside.

3.) WATER  

Keeping your horse properly hydrated is perhaps more important now than 
ever.  Ensuring that they have free access to warm, clean water means 
checking tank heaters, automatic waterers, and water sources for issues.  
Be sure to have enough hose to reach tanks and a place to hang the hose 
to prevent freezing.  Stock tanks protected by a larger tank and insulation 
or raised off the ground can help prevent freezing when a heater is not an 
option.

4.) BLANKETS  

Be sure to use breathable blankets and never to blanket a horse while it 
is wet (or leave wet blankets on for long periods of time).  If your horse is 
blanketed be sure to remove the blanket at least every other day to check 
for rubs, weight loss, or other issues.

5.) OTHER BARN ANIMALS  

Don’t forget barn cats and dogs!  Making sure they also have access to wa-
ter, feed, and shelter from the elements is crucial to their health.  Heated pet 
beds with timers or newer non-electric versions will help keep them cozy.

6.) BARN AND SHED MAINTENANCE  

Be sure your barn and sheds are well ventilated and draft free.  Longer 
amounts of time in a closed up barn during the winter can lead to respi-
ratory illness caused by ammonia build up, mold, and dust.  All pastured 
horses should have access to some sort of shed or shelter to get out of the 
elements.  Wet cold is far less tolerable then dry cold so a place to get away 
from rain, sleet, snow, or strong winds is important.

7.) GATES  

Check gates to make sure they are hung properly and balanced, try lubricat-
ing hinges and latches with no freeze graphite or grease to prevent being 
locked in (or out) of a field.

The cold is tough on us all.  Be sure to keep a close eye on your horses and 
other barn animals as well as making sure you are properly dressed for be-
ing out in the elements.  Stay safe, and warm!

Dealing with the 
Bitter Winter 

Weather
by Dr. Rachel Bourne

“It’s all about the horse…”  We strive to maximize the quality 
of life for our equine patients by providing compassionate 
care with the utmost attention to the individual needs of the 
horse and the clients we serve.”

Wisconsin Equine Clinic and Hospital
39151 Delafield Road,
Oconomowoc, WI   53066
www.wisconsinequineclinic.com
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A uterine biopsy may be collected from a mare by a veterinarian to evaluate 
the histology or microscopic anatomy of the uterine lining or endometrium. 
The biopsy is primarily used as an aid in the diagnosis of uterine disease 
and as a prognostic indicator of the ability of a mare to carry a foal to term.
The primary indications for collection of an endometrial biopsy include 
examination of barren mares, problem breeding mares, and mares with a 
history of pregnancy loss, and as part of a pre-purchase evaluation of a 
potential broodmare. Samples may be collected prior to the onset of the 
breeding season, during the breeding season, or at the end of the breeding 
season. It is critical that the pregnancy status of the mare be confirmed, as 
collection of a biopsy from a pregnant mare will almost certainly result in 
pregnancy loss. A biopsy may be collected during any stage of the estrous 
cycle, although individual veterinarians may prefer to collect samples when 
the mare is either in diestrus or in early estrus.

To collect a biopsy sample, the tail is wrapped and held out of the way. The 
perineal area is cleaned by repeated washings with a non-residual soap 
and dried. A sterile endometrial biopsy instrument is guided into the vagina, 
and then carefully passed through the cervix into the uterus. The person 
collecting the sample then removes the arm that guided the biopsy instru-
ment into the vagina and inserts it into the rectum to manually aid in direct-
ing the instrument to the base of a uterine horn. A small sample (1 to 2 cm) 
of endometrial tissue is obtained and placed into a fixative solution (Bouin’s 
solution or 10% formalin) in a container labeled with the name of the mare, 
collection date, and other pertinent information.

The fixed biopsy specimen is submitted to a diagnostic laboratory where 
histologic sections of the endometrial sample are examined by a patholo-
gist. In some cases, endometrial biopsies are evaluated by veterinarians at 
referral reproduction centers.

It has been reported that collection of a single biopsy sample from one site 
is generally representative of the entire endometrium, although collection 
of multiple samples may be advantageous in some mares.

Endometrial biopsy samples are examined for the presence of inflammatory 
and degen- erative changes. Inflammation is recognized by the accumu-
lation of inflammatory cells (white blood cells) in the endometrial tissue. 
Acute inflammation (i.e. a recent onset of inflammation) is recognized by 
the presence of a specific type of white blood cell called the polymorpho-
nuclear leukocyte (PMN) or neutrophil. Chronic inflammation (i.e. long-
1standing inflammation) is characterized by the presence of lymphocytes 
and other mononuclear cells in the endometrium. Inflammation may be in-
fectious or non- infectious in origin, but is a potentially treatable pathologic 
condition.

The hallmark of degeneration of the endometrium is deposition of fibrosis 
or scar tissue around endometrial glands, often forming what are called 
glandular ‘nests’. Other degenerative changes detected in biopsy evalua-

tion include cystic dilation of glands and glandular necrosis. In contrast 
to inflammation, fibrosis represents a permanent, untreatable pathologic 
condition.

The endometrium is classified on a grading scale based on biopsy charac-
teristics that ranges from I to III. Grade I endometrium is essentially nor-
mal, with minimal inflammation or fibrosis. Grade III endometrium includes 
severe inflammatory and/or fibrotic changes. Grade II is a broad category, 
often divided into subcategories IIA and IIB, encompassing mild to moderate 
pathologic conditions between Grades I and III.

Additional information as to the potential cause of endometrial pathology 
is often available from diagnostic tests performed in conjunction with the 
biopsy, such as ultrasonography, speculum examination, uterine culture and 
uterine cytology. As noted previously, fibrosis or scar tissue is considered 
a permanent condition. However, if the source of inflammation is identified 
and successfully treated, one would expect to see an improvement in the 
endometrial grade on a subsequent evaluation.

The endometrial biopsy is often used to determine the prognosis for a mare 
to carry a foal to term. Expected foaling rates for each endometrial biopsy 
category are given in the follow-
ing table. Initial pregnancy rates 
decrease and pregnancy loss 
rates increase with each ad-
vanced grade of pathologic con-
ditions. It must be emphasized 
that many additional factors, 
such as stallion and broodmare 
management, also play critical 
roles in conception and mainte-
nance of pregnancy.

Endometrial 
Biopsy

by Patrick M. McCue DVM, PhD, Diplomate 
American College of Theriogenologists

The Equine Reproduction Laboratory is part of the Animal 
Reproduction and Biotechnology Laboratory in the College of 
Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences at Colorado State 
University.  The CSU Equine Reproduction Program has de-
veloped leading-edge equine reproduction techniques for the 
equine industry for over 45 years.  Techniques such as collec-
tion of semen and artificial insemination, recovery and transfer 
of equine embryos, shipping cooled semen, and shipping cooled 
embryos are now routine in the equine industry, due in large 
part to the research, education, and outreach efforts of the CSU 
Equine Reproduction Laboratory.
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Goal 

To get the horse to walk a small circle while 
bending around your inside leg and softening 
to your inside rein, maintaining the bend by 
himself. The horse should be very soft and 
supple through his whole body from his nose 
to his tail.

Why 

This exercise will teach the horse to bend and 
soften through his entire body. When you can 
get a horse to bend and soften laterally around 
your leg, it will create a lot more softness in 
everything else you do with him. Horses don’t 
have hard mouths, they have stiff bodies. If 
you can get the horse’s body soft and respon-
sive to your leg, he will automatically become 
softer in his mouth. 

Teaching Stage

1.) Walk the horse forward on a loose rein.

2.) To bend the horse to the left, slide your left 
hand down the rein. How far you slide your 
hand down the rein will depend on how soft 
and supple the horse is and how willing he is 
to go forward. 

If the horse is stiff, you won’t be able to slide 
your hand down very far because he won’t be 
able to bend and walk forward at the same 
time. If the horse is fairly soft and supple, you 
can slide your hand down farther on the rein 
because he will be able to bend while main-
taining forward motion. 

3.) Pull the rein up to your hip, and at the same 
time, press the middle of the horse’s ribcage 
with your inside leg (Left circle: left rein, left 
leg. Right circle: right rein, right leg). Keep 
your outside hand down in the horse’s mane 
so that your outside rein is loose. Your outside 
leg should just hang by the horse’s side with-
out applying pressure. If the horse doesn’t re-
spond to your inside rein and leg pressure, roll 
your inside spur to encourage him to yield his 
ribcage to that pressure.

Continue to hold the inside rein at your hip 
and roll with your inside spur until the horse 
softens.

4.) As soon as the horse is walking forward 
and around (all four of his feet are moving for-
ward) and he drops his nose down toward your 
toe, instantly drop your inside hand to your 
kneecap and release your leg.

 

The horse should remain walking the circle, 
bending his head and neck with slack in the 
rein. 

Don’t actually drop the rein out of your hand. 
You’ll continue holding the rein as you lower 
your hand to your knee. Your hand and leg 
should work together like a pulley system. 
When you pull the rein up to your hip, your leg 
should apply pressure to the horse’s ribcage 
at the same time. When the horse softens, im-
mediately release the rein to your kneecap 
and release your inside leg at the same time. 
If the horse tries to take his nose back, pull the 
rein to your hip again. 

In the beginning, you won’t be able to keep 
your hand at your knee for very long because 
as soon as you release it, the horse will try 
to take his nose back, and you’ll have to pull 
it to your hip again. Through repetition, he’ll 
realize that when you release your hand and 
leg he’s not supposed to straighten his head 
and neck out. 

5.) Maintain forward movement at all times. 

Always sacrifice bend for forward movement. 
It’s better to have a little bend with the horse 
moving forward, than a lot of bend with the 
horse pivoting on his front feet. You want the 
horse to be walking forward and around, not 
pivoting on his front feet. Whenever the horse 
loses forward motion, get it back by pressing 
or rolling your spur in the middle of his rib-
cage. If you don’t have forward movement, you 
can’t train the horse.

6.) Do three or four circles and when the horse 
softens, drop the rein completely and let him 
walk straight for 20 feet. Then slide your hand 
down the opposite rein and bend the horse in 
the other direction. 

Try not to keep drilling on the same side be-
cause the horse’s head and neck will get tired 
and he’ll start to pull against you. I usually 
spend 2/3 of my time on the stiffer side and 
1/3 on the softer side. As you practice, the 
sides may change, so you’ll have to adjust ac-
cordingly. 

Keep in mind the horse may only give a little 
in the beginning, so don’t try to get a lot of 
bend in the first lesson. It may take three les-
sons before he can actually touch your boot. 
Every day you practice, he should get softer 
and have more bend through his whole body.

Bending at the Walk
by Clinton Anderson

Clinton Anderson is a clinician, 
horse trainer and competitor. 
He’s dedicated his life to helping 
others realize their horsemanship 
dreams and keeping them inspired 
to achieve their goals. Learn 
about the Downunder method at 
DownUnderHorsemanship.com.
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eqUIne 
VIP 

You may not be familiar with Thomas Saunders, but 
ask movie stars Tommy Lee Jones or James Franco, 
and they will know him.  Equine VIP spoke with Thomas 
at The Horseman’s Reunion – an annual event with 
some of the best horsemen & women sharing their 
knowledge about starting colts.   Thomas is a sixth 
generation cowboy and has been sought out by 
ranches in Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, California 
and even South America.  His well-trained horses 
have been used on the movie sets of numerous films 
including Twelve Years a Slave, 2 Guns, Secondhand 
Lions and The Alamo.   

HOW DID yOU GET yOUR START WITH HORSES?

I was blessed to be raised in a family that had country with a lot of 
livestock and we were raised with good horses.   My Uncle had a NCHA 
World Champion stallion “Kings Pistol” – and that is pretty much the 
genetics behind our brood mare band.   We had a deep respect for my 
Uncle and he left behind a wonderful legacy.

TELL US ABOUT yOUR WORK IN THE MOVIE INDUSTRy?

I’m fortunate enough to get a lot of movie work.   I had 26 cast horses 
in The Alamo and gave riding lessons too.  I’ve worked a lot with 
Tommy Lee Jones, who grew up in a town near me in Texas, and he’s 
been good to me.  I just got off a film called “As I Lay Dying” with 
James Franco.  I had 10 mules and 10 cast horses in that film. 

WE ARE TALKING AT THE HORSEMAN’S REUNION – TELL US ABOUT 
yOUR EXPERIENCE HERE?

It’s not like it’s a competition, but some of the best horsemen & 
women participate and it is a chance to show your individual style 
of starting a colt.   All the horses belong to the Twizzelman ranch. 

This event is different from the rest and is unique because we get our 
“draw” horse on Monday and work with the horse through Friday.  We 
preview our horses on Saturday and that afternoon they are offered 
at auction.  It’s been great to meet other horse people respected for 
their talent. 

TELL US ABOUT THE HORSE yOU WORKED WITH?

I had a pretty tough draw.  My colt was “kicky” and a good challenge, 
but he was trying.  I think a lot of people counted me out in the 
beginning.  Even though he was difficult in the beginning, he kept 
getting a little better every day so by the 6th day he “broke over” and 
made the turn.  You need to be patient and leave that colt, at the end of 
each day, in a little better spot.  If you don’t get to that spot, just make 
sure you don’t leave any trouble.  Tomorrow will be better. 

ANy ADVICE TO OTHERS STARTING OUT?

I was raised with some really good ranch hands and fortunate to come 
up on a ranch that had good horses.  In order to make a good horse, 
you need to know what a good horse is!

Thomas 
B. 

saunders

talks with

by Susan Ashbrooke

For more information about Thomas B. Saunders:
www.bigoteproductions.com
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This article really begins with a story... 

In 1997, I tried to upgrade my business 
of training and competing with horses in 
multiple disciplines into something else by 
changing my approach to basic training. I 
tried to use the term “Dressage Principles” 
as a basis for Palm Partnership Training’s 
teaching and education guidelines. 

Using the word “dressage” hurt our 
educational merit in the beginning. I would 
have people come up to me at horse expos, 
and write letters, emails, and Facebook 
messages noting that they were Western 
riders and “didn’t do” dressage. Others said 
that dressage is too difficult to ride, and they 
could never achieve it. People would even 
make comments saying, “I am a trail rider, 
and I don’t ride dressage!”

Hearing this over and over made Cyril, Marie-
Frances and me all agree we shouldn’t use 
the term “Dressage Principles” as a basis 
for our training and teaching methods at that 
time. So we didn’t. 

Ironically, 15 years later people started 
coming to us and saying things like, “We take 
dressage lessons and ride western!” and 
“I want to learn dressage because I know 
it is going to make me a better rider for my 
horse.” We agree it wasn’t the right time 
back then to introduce such a strong term, 
but now it is part of the Palm Partnership 
Training fundamentals. Dressage principles 
truly allow you to become the best partner for 
your horse!
  

I am truly blessed to 
have dressage as my 
first influence in riding 
and training horses. Cyril 
also learned dressage as 
his basis for riding. Cyril 
is from Europe where 
dressage is taught to all 
riders before they advance 
to jumping or 3-day event 
riding. “Dressage” is a 
French word that means 
“training” a horse. It is the 
TRUE natural horsemanship 

of riding and training a horse, because it 
allows us to truly understand what the horse 
is telling us and how to tell the horse what 
we want.
 
These are the main reasons why western 
riders are so excited about this new 
discipline. They are realizing all the natural 
horsemanship techniques that we Americans 
are coming up with are both good and bad. 
However, we should also follow the dressage 
principles of classical dressage because it 
has already proven successful for centuries. 

When I learned to ride in the dressage saddle, 
I would go home and ride Western the same 
way. NO difference! It really works! Western 
riders are looking to train a willing horse 
and not train through submission. Harmony 
with the horse is what horse owners want 
whether they are a recreational rider or show 
ring competitor. This is the beauty of western 
dressage and why it is going to grow and 
become even more popular. The best part of 
western dressage is that it is helps people 
learn the correct ethics of horsemanship and 
how to train a willing horse.
 
The bottom line is that people want to learn 
more about correct riding and training. 
Dressage will give you the tools to achieve this 
correctness. It is all in following the Training 
Pyramid and the dressage levels. There are 
western dressage tests you can access at 
westerndressageassociation.org. The perfect 
way to learn is to practice these tests. 

Western dressage is for all breeds of horses. 
It is for the first-time horse owner and for the 
owner who has had horses all his/her life. 

I love to hear horse owners say, “the more I 
ride and learn the more I realize how much 
more I don’t know!” Dressage will fill that 
gap and give you inspiration. Lastly, dressage 
will give you wonderful challenges for riding 
correctly and with accuracy during riding 
tests. It is fun and is similar to the sport of 
figure skating. It is done with athleticism, 
which brings out beauty and grace. It reveals 
lightness and the ability to harmonize with 
the horse. I promise, if you ride a test, you 
will get hooked. Join us, and I promise you 
will love it.

We would love to have you come ride with us. 
We love to share our dressage backgrounds 
and knowledge with you. You can join us 
at our Ocala, Florida, farm or at one of our 
Ride Well Clinics on our USA Tour at a location 
near you. 

If you would like to train with Lynn & Cyril at 
home with Western Dressage, take advantage 
of the following supportive training materials: 

Books:    
                                                                                                                     
1.) Head To Toe Horsemanship                                                                                               
2.) Western Dressage—A Guide to Take You 
to Your First Show                                                   
3.) A Rider Guide to Real Collection

DVDs:      
                                                                                                       
1.) Dressage Principles for the Western Horse 
& Rider, Volume 1 Parts 1-5                        
2.) Dressage Principles for the Western & 
English Horse & Rider, Volume 2, Parts 1-3               
3.) Let Your Horse Be Your Teacher, Parts 1&2

For more information about training courses, 
educational materials and much more, please 
visit www.lynnpalm.com or call 800-503-
2824.

PALM PARTneRsHIP TRAInInG ™

BUIlDING a ParTNerSHIP
WITH YOUr HOrSe

Why is Western 
Dressage such 
a Popular new 

Discipline? 
by Lynn Palm
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For more information on this and 
other Palm Partnership Training™ 
products or information on clinics, go 
to LynnPalm.com or call us at 
800-503-2824.
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Driving through Kentucky, I passed breathtak-
ing farms – acres and acres of meticulously 
manicured pastures, lined with white Ken-
tucky-style four board fences that seemed to 
travel for miles. What struck me, however, was 
their barrenness.

Where are all the horses?

Placed high on mounds in the distance were 
spectacular barns – horse “hotels” where 
horses reside – some just during the day, 
some for the majority of the time.

While this may be convenient for the horse 
owner, standing in a small area for hours 
on end (even if part of it is outdoors) takes 
its toll on your horse’s mental and physical 
health, to such a great extent, that it dramati-
cally diminishes his quality, and length, of life. 
Horses need to move. Ever tried staying in a 
small room for most of the day? And we like 
cozy places! Horses do not! Their very sur-
vival depends on their ability to flee at a mo-

ment’s notice from dan-
gers, real or perceived. 
Trapped, they eventually 
succumb to their fate, 
appearing as though 
they are accepting and 
perhaps even appreci-
ating their solitude. But 
the stress takes its toll 
on their immune system 
and hormonal respons-
es, leading to a vast va-
riety of health issues.

All body systems, in-
cluding cardiovascular, 
respiratory, digestive, 
reproductive, neuro-
muscular, and skeletal 
systems depend on ex-
ercise to remain sound. 
If the horse cannot be 
ridden every day, many 
will benefit from simply 
being lunged or worked 
in a round pen. And all 
horses benefit from 
free exercise by walk-
ing around in a large 
pasture (or large dry lot 
with hay available).

CoNSiDER THESE Po-
TENTiAL PRoBLEMS:

1.) Obesity. The reason is obvious -- too little 
activity, combined with too many calories. Re-
ducing calories can be accomplished by mini-
mizing or even removing concentrates from 
the diet, but forage must never be restricted. 
Doing so starts a hormonal cascade that actu-
ally keeps the horse overweight. Please read 
my articles – “Restricting Forage is Incred-
ibly Stressful,” and “Bring Back the Horse’s 
Instincts.”

2.) Porous bones. Skeletal bones are made of 
living, dynamic tissue that is constantly being 
subjected to changes in mineral and protein 
content. The horse’s large size helps him build 
bone mass simply by moving. Inactivity can 
make horses’ bones porous, potentially lead-
ing to fractures when only a slight demand is 
placed on them.

3.) Poor feet and hair coat. Inadequate blood 
circulation reduces the flow of nutrients and 
oxygen to the extremities and hair follicles. 
Don’t be fooled by the shiny coat that results 
from added dietary fat – that is simply a re-
sult of more oil secretion from the skin’s se-
baceous glands. Truly healthy hair and hooves 

require exercise to delivery necessary nutri-
ents.

4.) Digestive disorders. Horses allowed to 
graze on pasture 24/7 rarely develop ulcers. 
Stall confinement is a significant cause of 
this painful condition, especially when forage 
is not available ‘round the clock. In addition, 
digestive tract muscles suffer from lack of ac-
tivity. A steady, consistent supply of forage will 
help exercise these muscles. Physical activ-
ity increases blood circulation and stimulates 
gastrointestinal motility, keeping the entire 
digestive tract in good shape, lessening the 
chance of torsions, impactions, and intussus-
ceptions that lead to colic. Fiber digestion is 
also improved. What is so disheartening is that 
within two weeks of changes to stall confine-
ment (such as experienced by horses trans-
ported to training facilities), the vast majority 
of horses will develop ulcers and more than 
half of them will develop colon/cecal impac-
tions. (1)

5.) Mental well-being. The stress of stall 
confinement and isolation often leads to un-
attractive behaviors, consistent with trapping 
any animal – weaving, stall-walking and cir-
cling, pawing, wall-kicking, chewing, head-
bobbing, self-biting, and even cribbing (which 
is more than just a bad habit – it is generally 
done to alleviate the pain of an ulcer). Horses 
are social animals, requiring time with each 
other in a herd environment to provide protec-
tion, comfort, and mutual grooming.

6.) Metabolic impacts. Sedentary horses 
lose muscle mass and can become insulin 
resistant. Muscle uses a large amount of glu-
cose for energy; the more muscle mass your 
horse has, the more glucose transporters are 
produced, leading to increased insulin sensi-
tivity. Therefore, exercise not only burns calo-
ries, but reduces insulin resistance. Exercise 
also helps reduce leptin resistance.

7.) Fitness decline. Reduced exercise results 
in loss of muscle and bone mass which sig-
nificantly impacts the horse’s fitness level and 
performance ability. Researchers at Virginia 
Intermont College, (2), found that horses on 
stall rest for 14 weeks lost fitness and even 
more interestingly, pastured horses were able 
to maintain the same fitness level as horses 
who were stalled and exercised five days per 
week.

8.) Growth retardation. A growing horse re-
quires exercise for cartilage and overall bone 
and joint development. Restricting exercise 
can result in injury, under-conditioned joints, 
contracted tendons, deformed legs, and osteo-
pathic disorders.

9.) Accelerated aging. When the immune 
system is suppressed, the horse becomes 
more susceptible to catching infections from 
other horses, developing insect-borne dis-
eases, and exhibiting allergic responses to 
the environment. Weariness from confinement 
increases oxidative stress, resulting in free 

by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.

Fields Everywhere
WHy MOVEMENT IS SO IMPORTANT 
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radicals that damage healthy tissues, inhibit 
repair, and alter DNA. What we once thought 
as age-related conditions such as degenera-
tive arthritis, and equine Cushing’s disease, 
now appear in horses at far younger ages.

PoSSiBLE SoLUTioNS:

We need to think “outside the box” (pun in-
tended). We need to find ways to offer our 
horses a safe environment that encourages 
movement and grazing time, as well as re-
spects their innate physiological need for for-
age flowing through the digestive tract at all 
times.

One innovate approach is to transform an area 
into a “Paddock Paradise” (3), where horses 
seek out new batches of hay while walking 
from place to place. This concept is quite ver-
satile, allowing for even small sizes of land.

Relaxing standards of always having a clean, 
well-groomed horse in favor of a happy horse 
will cut back on maintenance requirements 
and allow more time enjoying your horse. Think of creative ways to let 
your horse outside to be with other horses.

If some stall time is unavoidable, be sure to provide at least two places 
where hay is always provided. If your horse tends to eat very quickly, 
start by providing hay free-choice. Once he gets the message that he 
will not run out of hay, he will start to slow down his eating and be more 
relaxed. Commercially available “slow feeders” are a good option for 
many horses, as long as they are introduced gradually, to avoid frustra-
tion. Please read “The Correct Way to Use Slow Feeders,” available in 
the Getty Equine Nutrition library.

Shelter from harsh weather is a must. This can best be accomplished 
by offering your horse the option to make choices. Barn stalls with open 
gates that can be entered at will, allow your horse to decide what is 
most comfortable.

Bottom line:

Confining a horse to a stall or small outdoor area without the ability 
to exercise leads to an animal who is mentally stressed and physi-
cally limited. Exercise, walking, grazing, socializing, and freedom to flee 
from perceived dangers are essential parts of what makes your horse, 
a horse.

(1) Loving, Nancy S. 2010. Consequences of stall confinement.
www.thehorse.com

(2) Graham-Thiers, Patricia M, Bowen, L. Kristen. 2012.
Improved ability to maintain fitness in horses during large pasture turn-
out. Journal of Equine Veterinary Science, 33, 8, 581-585.

(3) Jackson, Jaime W. 2007. Paddock Paradise – a Guide to Natural 
Horseboarding. Star Ridge Publishing.

Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an internationally respected, independent 
equine nutritionist. Author of  the comprehensive resource book 
Feed Your Horse Like a Horse and the topic-centered Spotlight 
on Equine Nutrition series, available through her website, www.
GettyEquineNutrition.com.
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Attitude can carry you as far as aptitude in the 
show pen and beyond.

I’m an observer, not a real creative person. I’m 
used to watching something and interpreting 
the data from it. That is probably why I’m a 
good pilot. I can look at all my gauges, make 
my scan, then interpret and coalesce every-
thing and know what it is telling me. I’m kind 
of that way with people and animals. I guess 
what I’m saying is, I watch and I interpret more 
than I create.

Analyzing and learning from observation led 
me to realize how important mental strengths 
are to competition. It isn’t all about what the 
rider is wearing or riding, it has as much to do 
with what’s going on within the person. Set-
ting goals, first impressions, staying focused, 
motivated and being mentally tough are all 
part of my program.

Even though I might appear to be cool and 
calm, like the proverbial duck floating on the 
pond I am mentally and physically paddling 
like heck underneath. And I love the process.

Act as if…
Mental attitude can enhance or corrupt a your 
chances for success. Confidence often factors 
off the quality and preparedness of the horse 
being shown. However, it isn’t always possible 
to arrive at a show feeling really great about 
the ensuing performance. Sometimes you 
show up ready or not, the date has arrived.

I’ve shown a lot of horses that I looked forward 
to showing, to see what I could get done with 
this great horse.  I’d done my homework, the 
horse was great. I was confident, we were a 
team - ‘Yeah, bring it on!’
When we aren’t quite ready yet, it’s hard to 
have that same sell-confidence and put that 
same picture out there. It makes it harder to 
be aggressive in those times when you need 
to be aggressive and kick back when you need 
to.  It’s just hard to create that same package.

There are some things you can do to improve 
your performance even when you are lacking 
confidence in yourself or the horse you’re rid-
ing. A lot of that is to look the part and act as 
if, even on a weak stopper, like you’re going 
to run down there and that horse is going to 
drag its butt.

When confidence is lacking, in any situation 
focus on those parts of the picture in which 
you have control. There is nothing you can do 
about a judge who doesn’t like you, the cattle 
that are terrible or bad ground, to name a few 
common predicaments.

That’s huge! There is no reason to waste any 
energy on things you are not in control of, pe-
riod. You just don’t even want to think about 
those things because they create anxiety in 
you. Don’t even go there. Handle the things 
you are in control of, like your work ethic. If 
you need to be up at 3 in the morning to get 
your horse prepared, get your butt out of bed 
and go ride as long as you need to and get 
prepared.

Mentally, just try to expect the very best. 
You’re going to go in there and you’re going 
to be the best you can be on that day, on that 
horse, in that pen. Expect the best and don’t 
get caught up in. ‘Oh my God. What if this and 
what if that.’ Take all the negatives out of your 
mind. Go with what you have. The horse is 
what it is that day - and [the performance] is 
going to be what it will be.

Quiet your anxiety…
Don’t allow your mind to become frazzled and 
disquieted, teach yourself to relax. Anxiety de-
bases the entire partnership between you and 
your horse.

When we have any anxiety, we get tight. With 
the adrenaline of showing, plus the tight-
ness from uncertainty, it creates a timing that 
is different in our bodies, and horses reflect 
that. We’ve all seen horses jump out of their 
spins when being shown; they never do that 
at home, never.

Equines, being herd animals, are hard-wired to 
be nervous when they find themselves alone 
anywhere, especially 
in a horse show arena 
surrounded by noisy 
crowds and other 
unfamiliar sights 
and sounds. Add the 
horse’s anxiety to 
that of the rider and 
you’ve got a potential 
wreck. It is a high-

energy situation with mutual flowing adrena-
line. Nerves cause riders to change their nor-
mal ridding style; everything conspires to be a 
little bit different.

The rider is tight from the adrenaline. Then 
they go to spin and their hand moves quicker 
and then they think their horse isn’t turning so 
their body gets quicker.

When I show, I make a conscious effort to move 
everything - my hand, my leg - slower than I 
do at home. Just the act of trying to make it 
slower actually makes it come out close to the 
normal speed, so I don’t surprise my horse.”

The antithesis of slowing down your cues in 
the show ring would be to speed things up at 
home. I don’t recommend that as necessar-
ily a good thing on a regular basis, but riding 
harder at home now and again might help your 
horse avoid culture shock on the road. Some 
of us will run our circles harder and faster at 
home and back off a fraction at a show. So the 
show pen is actually a place where it is a little 
easier. Then the rider even relaxes a little bit, 
because they’re thinking, ‘We go faster than 
this at home.’

Going down the fence never feels like slow 
motion, ever. But, if you go down the fence fast 
at home [once in awhile), it doesn’t seem so 
scary going fast at a show.

Help your anxiousness by trying not to over-
ride your or your mount’s abilities. It is better 
to mark a 72 on a horse that can mark a 72 
than to try and mark a 74 and wind up with 
a lesser score. Better to show the judge what 
you do have, than try for more and prove what 
you can’t do.

We need to be relaxed and feel confident. If 
you don’t, then you’ve got to fake it - and that 
is really true. If you don’t have what you think 
you need, just act like you do, and some day 
you will. How you think is not far removed 
from how your body does things. If you act 
like you’re confident and you love doing some-
thing, eventually your body will follow suit. 
Believe it and you will.”

Based on an article by Annie Lambert

by Sandy Collier

Sandy Collier’s successful horse show record is reflective of her 
dedication, talent, and integrity as a horse trainer. She was the 
first and only woman horse trainer to win the prestigious NRCHA 
World Champion Snaffle Bit Futurity. In 2011, Sandy was inducted 
into The Cowgirl Hall of Fame.  Learn more at SandyCollier.com.

Attitude v. Aptitude;
Love the Process
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The American Quarter Horse originally gained popularity for its break-
away speed, versatility, cow instincts, and good disposition. Unfortu-
nately, after generations of breeding horses, the blood of the Founda-
tion Quarter Horse Sires had been diluted and dispersed so widely that 
the legendary sires’ genetics were almost lost to time. Then, a man 
came along with the foresight and determination to restore and pre-
serve the valuable Foundation Bloodlines. That man was Fred G. Gist.

Heritage is the story of Mr. Gist’s visionary work at the Wagon Wheel 
Ranch, and the impact he’s had on the future of the American Quarter 
Horse.

JOIN TOTAL HORSE CHANNEL ON NOV. 21 FOR THE 
PREMIERE OF HERITAGE (OR GO TO HERITAGE-FILM.
COM) as an Emmy Award Winning Director tells the story of how a 
geologist changed the face of horse breeding in America with a natural 
instinct, diligent research, and a passion that carries his legacy on to 
this day. From his meeting with a geneticist to learn the science be-
hind breeding, to his cross-country travels to gather horses carrying 
valuable Foundation Blood, to his pushing the genetic envelope like no 
other –Fred Gist blazed a trail from the past to the present preserving 
Foundation Bloodlines for generations to come.

What are you most excited about sharing with the horse community 
and beyond, with regard to your film?

I think that Fred was so engrossed in his work that he didn’t care to tell the horse commu-
nity about what he’d done and what the ranch has to offer. This is a chance for his story to 

be known and all of the work recognized.

HERITAGE, the film...
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J

HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA -  605-890-1610  
RANCH MANAGER: GIDEON LUCEY  605-890-1444 
emhollmann@gwtc.net

JOHN & LIS (Loiseau)
HOLLMANN

www.FrenchmansQuarterHorses.com

  2007 Palomino Stallion

 ESS VEGAS is out of SIXES
 VEGAS - a daughter of our 
 proven ranch producer SEE
 YOU IN VEGAS! She is a
 FULL SISTER to FRENCHMANS
 FABULOUS! He has already 
sired the 2014 Champions at both 
the FIZZ BOMB and ROPER RALLY 
FUTURITIES plus qualifiers for the 
Semi-Finals of THE AMERICAN! 1/3 of 
the Finalists at the Fizz Bomb traced 
back to the Frenchmans stallions or 
our mare lines.

Congratulations to
DEBBI & ERIN KING!
TURN AGAIN FRENCHMAN, sired by
STREAKIN FOUR SIXES and out of
FRENCHMANS LIL TOPAZ, another 
of our ranch mares sired by 
Frenchmans Guy, captured the 2014 
CHAMPIONSHIP at the GRID IRON 
BARREL FUTURITY! 

____________________

2015 BREEDING
FEE: $1,000
Limited Book / Consideration 
to Proven Mares ($250 Non-
Refundable Booking Fee) ____________________

Contact us for BREEDING INFORMATION and details on his upcoming 2015 Foal Crop!

FRENCHMANS
QUARTER 
HORSES
PROVEN
MARE LINES!

Visit our WEBSITE for details on our BROODMARES and also
ARENA PROSPECTS now being offered at Private Treaty at the Ranch!

FRENCHMANS MR JESS
2014 Sorrel Stallion

Dam - FRENCHMANS IZZY
(Massasuta  x Pcfrenchmanslisbet)

MY FRENCH VALENTINE
2013 Palomino Mare

Dam - FRENCHMANS VALENTINE
(CJ Sugar x Frenchmans Topaz)

JESS VEGAS’ 
oldest foals 
are yearlings. 

These are 
just a few of 
what he is 
siring out of 
our strong 
performance 
mare lines!

SENOR VEGAS
2013 Buckskin Stallion

Dam - MS ROOSTER CHEX
(Senor Gallo Rojo x CM Fritz)

ISA FRENCHMAN
2014 Rose Gray Filly

Dam - FRENCHMANS ISA DASH 
(Royal Quick Dash  x Pcfrenchmanslisbet)
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Proud to be sponsored by
PLATINUM COACH 

Elegantly engineered. Extraordinarily tough.
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OK Brand V-Mesh is  manufactured using a 2x4  diamond
weave  pattern. Two  12.5  gauge  twisted  wires  are  set  every
4  inches  horizontally. They  are held  together  with  14  gauge 
vertical  wires.  The  wires  are  run  on a diagonal  and wrapped
around each of the horizontal  wires,forming the diamond weave
pattern  The construction  gives reliable strength and flexibility to
safely  secure  your prized  animals, while keeping out predatorysafely  secure  your prized  animals, while keeping out predatory
animals with its V-Mesh pattern.

Inventory 
         Liquidation

50” x 165’
Class III

58” x 165’
Class III

58” x 165’
Class I

Discontinued item, price valid while supplies last.

$278.00    $319.00    $322.00
Price per roll picked up, delivery available with additional freight

Ranchers Pipe & Supply
Dension, Texas
903-463-9669

Lockridge Inc.
Promise City, Iowa

641-874-5912

Texoma Pipe & Supply
Madill, Oklahoma

580-795-7776

Contact the dealer near you.
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QUICK FACTS ABOUT THE CSI SADDLEPAD

•	 Creates a larger footprint for the saddle tree

•	 Evenly disperses rider’s weight and bar pressure

•	 Disperses the impact that occurs while riding

•	 Ride it, Try it, Get it Dirty . . . Money Back Guarantee

Body posture and anatomy can affect a horse’s ability to perform.  With 
the CSI saddle pad, you can find solutions to muscle soreness and a 
better-fitting saddle.  Stretching & strengthening of your horse’s topline, 
and shimming of the saddle pad allows for a better fitting saddle, and 
therefore, a healthier, happier horse.

Every feature of the CSI Saddlepad system is designed with your horse’s 
comfort and performance in mind.  The system works with all types 
of saddles including traditional treed saddles, flex panel and treeless 
saddles.  At the heart of the system is the revolutionary CSI Flex-Plate.  

First and foremost, this in-pad plate increases the contact area of 
the bars in a treed saddle.  This spreads the pressure of the saddle 
and the rider’s weight out over a larger area which, in turn, reduces 
or eliminates pinch and pressure points.  (With a treeless saddle, the 

CSI Flex-Plate actually provides you with a highly flexible weight and 
pressure distribution system that reduces soreness and fatigue.)  But 
that’s not the only benefit of the CSI Flex-plate - it goes beyond just 
simple weight distribution and can actually help your horse achieve 
a greater range of motion increasing their overall performance level.

CSI pads are manufactured by people who ride horses – people who 
understand the features you need in a saddle pad.  Every pad CSI man-
ufactures has a 2 ½ inch contour.  This shape better fits a horse’s back 
than a square pad.  When properly saddled with a CSI pad, your horse 
should have complete wither clearance.  This will apply to high with-
ered horses, as well!  In addition, the pad is vented down the spine to 
allow for heat to escape through the gullet the way your saddle manu-
facturer intended.  All CSI pads also feature a cut out under the riders 
leg to help prevent against uncomfortable bunching at the cinch and 
they are manufactured with durable wear leather to help adi in usability 
and longevity.  The outer part of the pad is made from marine-grade 
automotive carpeting making it very long lasting and easy to care for – 
and the carpet we use is made from post consumer recycled material 
so, just like our liners, it’s ecofriendly.

CSI pads are handmade in the USA – in Missouri!  All suppliers are also 
US based.  All CSI pads are backed by a 30-day money back RIDE IT AND 
TRY IT guarantee plus a 5 year Flex-plate and workmanship warranty.  

Although CSI pads are known for helping high level performance hors-
es and horses with 
special needs, every 
horse can benefit from 
a CSI pad – horses of 
every breed, discipline 
and activity level.  So, 
whether you’re a 
weekend warrior or a 
pro, a backyard horse-
man or a trainer, a CSI 
pad will make the dif-
ference to you and 
your horse.

Owner, Donna Helms

CSI SADDLE PADS

CSIpads.com
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SPECIALIZING IN EMBRYO TRANSFER SERVICES

208.454.5557  •  WWW.OUTBACKSTALLIONSTATION.COM
15281 MINK ROAD, CALDWELL, IDAHO 83607  •  EMAIL: OSSTATION@qWESTOffICE.NET

Conception Rates are above  the National Average      •      Prices are Lower than the National Average

2014
Embryo Recovery Rate: 87.5%

Pregnancy Rate At 14 Days: 90%

Pregnancy Rate At 35 Days: 86%

2013
Embryo Recovery Rate: 85.5%

Pregnancy Rate At 14 Days: 90.5%

Pregnancy Rate At 35 Days: 97%

2012
Embryo Recovery Rate: 84.5%

Pregnancy Rate At 14 Days: 89%

Pregnancy Rate At 35 Days: 95.5%

EMBRYO TRANSfER THREE YEAR CONCEPTION RATE

foR moRe iNfoRmAtioN AND A ComPLete 2015 stALLioN RosteR

OBSS Performance Horse Digest Ad.indd   1 11/12/14   2:15 PM
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follow 
Performance
Horse Digest 

on all your favorite 
social media sites

@ HorseDigest

ACTHA launches new publication.
The ACTHA Monthly.

In a distribution to over 600,000 horse owners the 
American Competitive Trail Horse Association will 
commence a new way to get great buys on hundreds of 
horse products and be entertained by human interest 
stories from all who work to fulfill ACTHA’s mission to 
end equine unemployment and promote e-commerce.  
Trail, training, and obstacle tips from National Cham-
pions, as well as classified ads, and the ever popular 
Trail Talk Newsletter by noted author Lisa Wysocky are 
just a few of the highlights.  Subscription is free and to 
receive this novel publication monthly just go to www.
actha.us and subscribe.
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2 LOCATIONS

Check out our used saddles online!
             

Sign-up Online to Receive Info on
Special Events and Valuable Coupons!

New and Used Trailers • B&W Hitches • Service is Our Priority!

We offer the following...

TRAILER SALES AND SERVICE
Richard & Sherri Winter
19957 US Hwy 175
Hubbard, Iowa 50122-8568
(641) 864-3275 / 2445 (Fax)

winterviewtrlrs@aol.com

www.winterviewtrailers.com

WINTERVIEW, INC.

* Aluminum Trailers
* Utility & Cargo Trailers
* Steel Trailers Available
* Pick-up Flatbeds
* Installation of B&W 
   Hitches & Brake Controls

•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows 
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640  • tod@wwt.net

Trade In's Welcome! Financing and delivery available!

Denny’s Trailer Sales
507-352-5491

www.dennystrailersales.com • grell1@hmtel.com 

COMPARE BEFORE YOU BUY!
SAVE $$$ at Denny's Trailer Sales
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CLAssIFIeDs

Affordable website design & hosting.  
Three page website special $125. 
Classifieds, Country Kitchen, fea-
tured stallion & more!  
www.stallionstation.com

SERVICES

Animal Gifts & Collectibles.  Dish 
towels, throw pillows, mouse-
pads, listpads, figurines, mugs & 
more!  Something for everyone! 
www.1000figurines.com

PRODUCTS
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Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net

Phone: 605-578-1142

List your Products & Horses for Sale, 
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!

Marketplace.HorseDigests.com

FREE LISTINGS THRU 2014
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If you are going to feed your horse 
   like a pig, 
buy a pig!
Why you should NOT feed grain to your horse
Horses are herbivores. Their systems are designed to eat and digest forage. 
As wild horses evolved, they ate forage, not grains. Only recently has man 
opted to feed grain to horses – likely because that is what other 
domesticated animals are commonly fed.

A horse's system is designed to digest 
forage, not grain
Horses have a relatively small stomach and small intestine but a large hindgut 
(large intestine and cecum). Horses do best when they eat small meals many 
times per day. As horses graze on forage, the food passes quickly through the 
stomach and small intestine and into the hindgut, a large vat where 
fermentation and digestion occur. 
Grain, on the other hand, which is made up primarily of starches and sugars, 
must be digested in the stomach and small intestine. Because food travels 
so quickly through a horse's stomach and small intestine, digestion of grain is 
inefficient. Horses are not designed to eat grain. Nor are they "meal" eaters.

Square Meal Feeds are forage-based, 
complete feeds that give your horse 
everything it needs – and nothing it doesn't
Square Meal Feeds are forage-based, complete horse feeds made primarily 
of alfalfa and grass. Alfalfa is a legume that produces its own nitrogen and 
protein. Both alfalfa and grass are cellulose-type plant structures, which 
are not efficiently digested in simple-stomach animals. The forage in Square 
Meal Feeds passes rapidly through the stomach and small intestine to the 
hindgut, for fermentation and digestion of the available nutrients.

Feeding Square Meal Feeds is 
convenient and easy
Square Meal Feeds come in biscuit form and are packaged in 40-lb. 
recyclable bags. Square Meal is designed to be fed free-choice 24/7 – 
just like grazing in the wild. With Square Meal Feeds, every mouthful is 
the same, so it is a consistent form of forage. 
Square Meal is low in starch and sugar and is fed by weight, not by bale. 
There is little waste with Square Meal, and you'll appreciate the reduced 
storage space required and the clean handling. Square Meal is also easy 
to transport, so your horse can stay on the same diet while traveling.

Developed by a veterinarian and 
fifth-generation farmer
Square Meal Feeds were developed by a veterinarian and fifth-generation 
family farmer whose cropping program focuses on forage production. All 
Square Meal Feed products were developed with a keen interest in equine 
nutrition and a strong belief that the best medicine is prevention and that 
prevention starts with the right nutrition.

Supported by a decade of research
Feeding your horse Square Meal Feeds not only makes sense from a 
horse physiology standpoint, it is also supported by a decade of research 
at multiple major universities, including Rutgers University, North Carolina 
State University and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This 
research found that Square Meal Feeds provide numerous nutritional and 
feed-efficiency benefits. It also validated the nutritional safety of adopting 
a forage diet.

Square Meal Feeds has a feed for every horse
Square Meal Feeds are available in four formulas – there is one that is right for your horse:
 
Next Generation is designed specifically for young foals up to 2 years old.
Happy Horse is the all-around Square Meal Feed and maintenance formula.
Equine Winner was developed for high-performance horses.
Senior Supper is formulated for mature horses.

To learn more about feeding your horse 
forage-based Square Meal Feeds, go to
www.squaremealfeeds.com
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Winter is coming
get your “entire” family ready

save $10
on any horse blanket or adult coat

EntEr Promo 
Warm10

at ChECkout

ExPirEs 12/5/14

*Valid on rEgular PriCEd 
in-stoCk itEms only. Work 

Coats ExCludEd. stylEs 
may Vary by loCation. 

not Valid With 
any othEr offEr. 
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